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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATION 
1 1 GENKRAL INTRODLCTION 
DNA flow cytometry (FCM) allocs measurement of the relative amount of 
DNA present in individual cells enabling quantitative analysis of the 
proliferative activity of cell suspensions Most practical 
applications of this DNA-FCM have been limited to the analysis of 
single-cell-type suspensions of cultured cells In specimen that have 
biological or clinical origin, most cell suspensions to be analysed 
are heterogeneous uith respect to their cell composition. It is 
obvious that in such samples the value of DNA-FCM is limited a DNA 
histogram does not provide information on the proliferative activity 
of individual cell categories 
In this thesis we present both a series of technological FCM 
developments and two alternative solutions to analyse the 
proliferative activity of individual cell categories in heterogeneous 
coll suspensions Human bone marrow is used as a model system for 
such a suspension 
1 1 1 CELL PROLIFERATION 
Cells may follow a proliferation pattern that is known as the cell 
ejele (fig 1) One of the most characteristic cell properties m this 
cell cycle is nuclear DNA duplication prior to division into two 
daughter cells (mitosis) 
Between the moment of cell division and the actual moment at which DNA 
reduplication starts the daughter cell remains in an apparent resting 
state This period is generally called the first gap phase 
(Gl-phase) The time period of this phase vanes, depending on cell 
type and on reproductive activity of the tissue from which it 
originates If a cell remains in this resting state for a relatively 
long period, the cell may be considered to be out of cycle (GO-phase) 
Specific humoral or micro-enviromental stimuli may either induce a GO 
cell to re-enter the cell cycle (GÌ) or to start a maturation process. 
Maturation will finally lead to cell death At the end of the 
Gl-phase, metabolic activities take place which eventually result in 
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FIG.l Schematic chart of the DNA amount m normal individual 
cells during cell cycle The quantity 2c depends on the cell 
type considered, and equals approximately 13 pg/cell for human 
сеііч. The size distribution of the circle* does not reflect 
the relative contribuí ion of the compartment m terms of cell 
numbers 
DNA reduplication The period during which DNA synthesis takes place 
is indicated as S-phase. The duration of the S-phase in mammalian 
cells is relatively constant, about 6-8 hours After DNA duplication 
the cell enters a second gap phase (G2-phase), with a relatively 
constant duration of 1-2 hours Finally the cell enters the mitosis 
phase (M-phase), which lasts about 1 hour, and is followed by cell 
division 
Growth characteristics of tumors depend on the percentage of cells in 
cycle (growth factor), on the total cell cycle time and on the rate of 
cell death. The sensitivity at which a tumor reacts to anti-cancer 
drugs depends on growth behaviour, metabolic activity, cell membrane 
properties and composition of the tumor cells. Some drugs are 
cytotoxic only to cells that are in cycle (7,12), others only to cells 
traversing a particular phase of the cell cycle (8,17). Information 
on the proliferative activities of normal and tumor cells is therefore 
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of great importance for fundamental understanding of tumor biology and 
for clinical monitoring of the effects of cancer therapy 
Various experimental techniques have been described to measure the 
proliferation activity of cell populations, e g determination of the 
percentage of mitotic cells (mitotic index), the measurement of 
3 
H Thymidine incorporation by means of autoradiography (labeling 
index), the measurement of the number of labeled mitotic cells in 
time, and by sophisticated computerized fitting of data obtained from 
labeled mitosi«; and grain count of interphase cells m time (16) It 
is beyond the scope of this introduction to discuss these methods in 
detail, but they all have in common to be laborious and are therefore 
not applicable for diagnostic or treatment monitoring purposes in 
clinical practice 
1 1 2 MEASUREMENT OF DNA DISTRIBUTIONS 
Normal mammalian GO and Gl euploid cells all contain the same quantity 
of DN'A, often referred to by 2c. In a cell that is in S-phase, 
nuclear DNA is synthesized up to an amount of 4c Before division 
into two daughter cells the cell contains two separate nuclei 
(M-phase) with 2c DNA each (see fig 1) 
Quantitative deternunation of the nuclear DNA distribution may 
therefore provide some information on cell proliferation activity in a 
certain cell population 
1) Cells in S-phase satisfy 2c < DNA <4c. The fraction of cells in 
S-phase depends both on the number of cells that is actually in cell 
cycle (growth factor), and on the duration of DNA synthesis in 
relation to the total cell cycle time. 
2) Differences from 2c in the absolute amount of nuclear DNA in G0/G1 
cells point to the existence of DNA aneuploidies, which often occur in 
tumor cells (3) 
3) Measurement of DNA distributions of cells in a homogeneous cell 
population allows quantitation of certain aspects of cell cycle 
properties 
1.1.3 TRADITIONAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BONE MARROW 
Proliferation, differentiation and maturation of hematopoietic (blood) 
cells take place in the bone marrow. The bone marrow compartment 
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contains all the immature cells and a large part of the mature cells 
of different hematopoietic cell categories Bone marrow cells are 
produced at an approximate production rate of 5 10 cells per day 
Cells are continuously released into the circulating blood 
compartment A bone marrow sample therefore consists of a very 
heterogeneous cell population various cell categories are present, 
each in a wide variety of maturation and proliferation At present 
the only information available to the clinician is a differential 
count of the various cell categories After appropriate staining, 
cell type classification is based upon differences in texture, 
staining intensity and morphology of cytoplasma and nucleus This is 
performed using light microscopy The results mainly depend on 
subjective, qualitative criteria, leading to a low reproducibility 
In daylv practice only limited cell numbers (100-500) are evaluated, 
with corresponding low statistical reliability of the data 
1 2 FIÄ CYTOMETRY 
1 2 1 GENFRAl PRINCIPLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY 
Flow cytometry includes measurement of optical and electronical 
signals which are elicited by individual cells in suspension, passing 
a light source or an electrical field (fig 2) Common applications of 
flow system analysis are the measurement of light scatter and of 
fluorescence of cell constituents that have been stained with 
specific, and sometimes stoechiometnc, fluorescent dyes (DNA, RNA, 
protein etc) (6) Optically detected signals are converted into 
electrical pulses with use of photomultipl1er tubes The amplitude of 
these pulses is proportional to the amount of dye (fluorescence)(10), 
to cell size (small angle light scattering)(11) or related to cell 
structure (perpendicular light scattering) (4) Flectrical pulses are 
amplified, digitized and stored (multichannel analysers, computer 
disc) for off-line analysis or they may be used for triggering a 
sorting device Multiparameter flow cytometry allows measurement of 
several (18) properties per cell Frequency distributions 
(histograms) of the various characteristics of individual cells allow 
numerical analysis of the entire population 
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FIG.2: General principle of a laser-excited flow cytometer: 
one or more focussed laser beams [1] illuminate the individual 
cells [2] that are conducted through a 250 ''250 μ/Β quartz 
cuvette ¡3] by means of hydrodynamic focussing Photodiodes 
[4] and photomulLiplier tubes [5], combined with adequate 
optical filters [6], allow electrical signals to be measured 
that represent the values of the parameters of interest. 
Pulse processing electronics and logics allow multiparameter 
data acquisition and cell sorting [7]. 
The analysis is based upon objective, quantitative, reproducible data 
on various cell parameters m large cell numbers, gaining a low 
statistical error. 
A comprehenbive review of the clinical applicability of present day 
multiparameter FCM has been given by Laerum et al (13), whereas a 
clear and complete overview on FCM instrumentation has recently been 
given by Stemkamp (19) 
1.2.2 FCM IN EXPERIMENTAL CELL RESEARCH 
In experimental cell research FCM has proved to be very valuable in 
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studying homogeneous, single-cell-type suspensions. Nuclear DNA can 
be stained with fluorescent dyes either in viable cells or in fixed 
cells (5). DNA histograms obtained on fixed cells are generally 
tighter and easier to analyse than histograms on viable cells. 
Multiparameter FCM enables to recognize cell subcategories and their 
individual characteristics by simultaneous measurement of DNA, RNA, 
protein content, intracellular pH, membrane properties, cell size, 
granularity, etc (19). 
1.2.3: FCM IN HETEROGENEOUS CELL POPULATIONS 
In principle, multiparameter FCM allows analysis of any distinct cell 
category present in heterogeneous material. Of major importance here 
is the availability of an FCM-detectable cell property which 
unambiguously discriminates one particular cell type from all others. 
In this respect fluorescent monoclonal antibodies can be useful, but 
only under specific experimental conditions. Monoclonal antibodies 
may recognize different cell types in different parts of their 
maturation and proliferation (2) or recognize specific cell types only 
during a certain stage of maturation or differentiation. The value of 
antibodies with respect to unambiguous eel] classification is 
therefore limited. For discrimination of the cell types in different 
phases of maturation, as present in human bone marrow, monoclonal 
antibodies are unemployable. 
Light scattering and light extinction have proven to be powerful 
parameters for recognition of sub populations in heterogeneous samples 
(11,14). For a cell passing through the light beam, light that is 
scattered under a narrow angle strongly correlates to cell size (4). 
Light that is scattered perpendicular to this beam has relation with 
cellular structures (4) Light extinction, or axial light loss, has 
also been reported to be cell size dependent (19). 
None of the individually described optical parameters enables 
unambiguous cell type discrimination within heterogeneous samples. In 
blood and bone marrow cells however the simultaneous measurement of 
forward and perpendicular of right angle scattering allows 
discrimination of at least the three most important cell subtypes 
(14). 
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1 3 COUNTERFLOV* CENTRIFUGATION (ELLTRIATION) 
Enrichmpnt of sub populations out of heterogeneous cell samples may be 
necessary to improve the quality, and sensitivity of cell biological 
investigations Cell separation methods, like gravity sedimentation, 
cell electrophoresis, cell absorption or density gradient 
centrifugation are time consuming, laborious and may compromise cell 
viability A cell separation method that appears reproducible and 
effective is counterflou centrifugation or elutriation (9,15) A 
centrifuge rotor contains a specially designed, radially placed hollow 
cavity, through uhjch a radial fluid flow at variable flow rate is 
continuously pumped towards the axis of rotation (fig 3) 
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FIG 3 Principal design of the hollow cavity (chamber) of the 
counterflow centrifugation rotor The fluid is pumped towards 
the a\is of rotation The diverging chamber shape causes a 
speed gradient that, m combination with the centripetal mass 
forces, causes cells to he spatially separated inside the 
chamber according to relative cell size The 'ш'-axis 
indicates the a\is of rotation 
The shape of this cavity, or separation chamber, causes a negative 
fluid speed gradient speed decreases while approaching the axis of 
rotation Inside this chamber, particles with a higher density 
experience two competing forces in the counterstreaming fluid Their 
relative mass senses a centrifugal force (F ) , their relative size 
induces a centripetally directed Stokes' resistance force (F ) 
Particles for which these forces equilibrate will remain inside the 
chamber at a distance r from the rotation axis In general the place 
r of motional equilibrium is determined by the angular velocity of the 
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rotor, the distance to the axis of rotation for the chamber, fluid 
viscosity and local fluid speed, the difference in density between the 
fluid and the particle and of course particle size. In a given 
combination of all system variables, r mainly depends on the particle 
size. Due to the fluid speed gradient inside the chamber, small 
particles are radially separated from the larger ones. Increase of 
the fluid flow or decrease of the angular velocity of the rotor shifts 
this equilibrium towards the rotational axis. 
The part of the chamber that lies towards the axis of rotation has a 
cross section that converges with respect to the fluid flow direction. 
Here fluid speed increases. Once a particle has moved beyond the 
virtual edge between both parts of the cavity, it will leave the 
chamber to be collected outside the centrifuge. 
1.4 OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 
The objective of the investigations described in this thesis has been 
the rapid determination of proliferative activity in major individual 
cell categories within a heterogeneous population, with special 
emphasis on hematopoietic cells present in human bone marrow 
aspirates. 
The first part of the thesis consists of the chapters 2,3 and 4, in 
which several new developments are described that enlarge 
technological possibilities and analytical power of FCM. 
Chapter 2 describes that dual parameter distributions, such as the 
biparametric light scatter data on blood or bone marrow cells, can be 
numerically analyzed through a simple, straightforward linear curve 
fitting procedure. This procedure allows a reliable, sensitive and 
quantitative description of the composition of samples, even in cases 
where the measured cell properties differ only slightly. 
A relatively new application of FCM is automatic data acquisition and 
numerical analysis of time dependent cell properties. Chapter 3 
demonstrates this technique to analysis of kinetic, enzyme based 
intracellular cell properties. With this procedure all kinds of time 
dependent cellular properties and activities can be studied, providing 
a new tool in cell biological research, such as quantitative 
measurement of enzyme activities, phagocytosis, antibody-affinity, 
adhesion, etc. The instrumentation that is applied for such 
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measurements is discussed. 
List mode data acquisition of DNA, light scatter and light extinction 
may offer possibilities in cell cycle analysis of both cultured cells 
and heterogeneous cell suspensions. Chapter 4 shows that reduction of 
the number of cells involved in DNA analysis still may allow to obtain 
reliable data on the relative number of proliferating cells in the 
entire cell population. In data reduction, objective criteria are 
used that are based upon light scatter and extinction properties . 
The second part of this thesis involves two chapters that demonstrate 
the feasibility of FCM cell cycle analysis of distinct cell 
populations in heterogeneous cell suspensions. 
Chapter 5 shows that multiparameter FCM, with reduction of list mode 
recorded data, allows measurement of proliferation in distinct 
subpopulations of heterogeneous human bone marrow. 
Chapter 6 describes a more laborious approach to determine cell 
proliferation patterns of sub populations. Cells are fractionated 
according to cell size with elutriation. This implies an enrichment 
according to cell cycle phase and cell type. Because for each 
individual cell type the cell size and the cell cycle phase appear to 
be correlated, these fractions allow to calculate estimations of the 
proliferation fraction of each sub category. 
Chapter 7 discusses the various technological developments and both 
methods for cell cycle analysis in heterogeneous cell populations, 
described in chapters 5 and 6, with special regard to their 
sensitivity and applicability in clinical circumstances. 
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APPENDIX 1: PCM MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In the experiments described in this thesis, three types of flow 
cytometers have been applied: 
1.Impulse Cytophotometer ICP 22, 
2.Light scatter and absorption unit from a Hemalog-D blood analyser, 
and 
3.Cytofluorograf 30H/50H 
1: ICP-22 
(ICP, Phywe, Gottingen, FRG; now Ortho Diagnostic Systems, Westwood, 
Mass.) 
FIG.4: General principle of the (fluorescence) microscope 
based ICP flow cytometer 
In a microscope the sample table has been replaced by a specially 
designed flow chamber [1]. Fluorescent particles are conducted by a 
suction sheath flow [2] to pass the light beam at the optical axis of 
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a high numerical aperture (40 χ 1.30) oil lens [3]. This lens is used 
for both excitation and emission. Cells are illuminated by a mercury 
arc lamp [4]. Two photomultiplier tubes [5] quantify fluorescence, 
emission from different fluorochromes is separated by optical filters 
[6]. (fig.4) 
2: Hemalog-D light scatter and absorption unit 
(Technicon Ine, Tarrytown,111). 
Light from a Tungsten lamp passes a slit, is filtered and is then 
focussed on a axial flow cell. Two photo diodes measure forward light 
scattering and light absorption of the particles. Two applications 
have been used in this thesis: 
a: Particles leaving the counterflow elutriator (section 1.3) can 
be monitored for cell size using the light scattering device 
b: In peripheral blood cells peroxidase can be used to cause an 
intracellular precipitation. Light absorption of the precipitate 
is proportional to the amount of enzyme present. 
3: Ortho 50H Cytofluorograf 
(Ortho Diagnostics Systems, Westwood, Mass) 
Two elliptically focussed laser beams (fig.2,[l]) illuminate particles 
[2] that pass the axis of a 250x250 цт quartz cuvette [3]. One laser 
(0.Θ mW HeNe) is used for axial light loss and forward light scatter 
measurement. A 5 W Argon-ion laser furnishes the power for 
fluorescence and forward and right angle light scattering measurement. 
A photodiode [4], three photomultiplier tubes [5] and adequate optical 
filters [6] , combined with extensive pulse processing electronics and 
logics allow reliable data acquisition of up to 4 parameters per cell. 
Two adjustable windows enable selective counting cell sorting [7]. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF DUAL PARAMETER FCM DISTRIBUTIONS: 
A LINEAR CURVE FITTING PROCEDURE. 
Tom Beumer, Jan Rooyakkers, Arie Pennings, Clemens Haanen 
ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN CYTOMETRY 
ABSTRACT 
Two-parameter flow cytometry data can be represented as bi-parametric 
distributions Analysis of these data is difficult when 
characteristic properties of the cell populations present only show 
minor differences Considering data to be a superposition of normal 
distributions, a numerical procedure is presented that rapidly 
estimates and then calculates the values of all characteristic 
parameters Parameter estimation is performed through a first order 
polynomial approximation of the actual distributions Subsequently, 
the best fitting description in terms of bi-parametric normal 
distributions of the entire FCM data is found through an iterative 
least squares curve fitting procedure 
The algorithm has been tested on simulated histograms, showing a good 
correlation with the simulation input In FCM application, analysis 
of light scatter histograms of elutriated human hematopoietic cells 
corresponds perfectly well with microscopic analysis (r=0 998, n=10) 
INTRODUCTION 
Flow cytometry (FCM) has been established as an indispensable research 
tool in experimental cell and biomedical research (8) Till now its 
value in clinical research has been anecdotal (7) and application in 
routine clinical hemato-oncology has remained limited to differential 
counting of peripheral blood cells like e g Technicon's Hemalog-D 
and Ortho's Spectrum III In theory, FCM may provide information on 
composition, maturation and proliferation patterns of bone marrow and 
tumor cells, offering information that can be useful for diagnosis and 
treatment monitoring in clinical practice (2) In practice, 
application has stayed behind to technological development due to 
heterogeneity of biological material, uhich complicates the 
interpretation of FCM data A solution can be found if the different 
cell types that are present in the test material can be identified and 
quantified Such automated cell type classification may be obtained 
by multiparameter FCM with use of bi-parametric light scatter 
measurement (9,12) 
As is demonstrated in Fig 1, we may assume such biparameter FCM 
distributions to be a superposition of independent, normal 
distributions 
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FIG.IA: Two-parameter light scatter distribut ion on human 
bone marrow. Morphologically three overlapping clusters are 
identifiable: a mixture of lymphocytic and erythroid cells 
[1], monocytic cells [2] and myeloid cells [3]. The peak 
marked [0] contains cell debris. Cell sorting data are not 
shown. 
abscissa : 90-degree light scatter peak area, ordinate: 
forward light scatter area and on the vertical axis: the cell 
number. 
FIG.IB: Simulated two parameter histogram using three normal 
distributions; note the similarity with fig.la. 
This paper describes a two-step numerical procedure for quantitative 
analysis of such a distribution. First an algorithm is described that 
both locates the individual normal distributions present,and provides 
an estimation of the values of all characteristic parameters. These 
estimated values then are applied as starting values for an iterative 
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least-squares fitting procedure, with which all variables are 
optimized simultaneously. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Blood aspirates were collected in heparin to prevent coagulation. The 
bulk of the contaminating red blood cells (RBC) was removed by density 
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centrifugation with 1,085 kg/m Ficoll at 400 g for 20 minutes 
(Ficoll, Uppsala, Sweden). Remaining Ficoll was removed by washing 
twice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, containing 4"; w/v EDTA 
(PBS/EDTA). 
The blood cells were elutriated in a J2-21C refrigerated counterflow 
centrifuge (Beekman Instruments, Palo Alto, Ca) using a JE-6 rotor and 
a standard separation chamber. At a constant rotor speed (2200 RPM) 
the counterflow was stepwise increased (9, 11, ..., 25, 30 ml/min). 
More details of this procedure are given in one of our earlier papers 
(2). 
Cyto centrifuge slides were made of all samples (500 g, 10 minutes, 
methanol fixation, May-Grunwald Giemsa staining), to check the results 
of computer calculation. 
Forward versus 90 degree light scatter (pulse-area) measurements of 
untreated cells were performed with a Cytofluorograph-30H (Ortho 
Diagnostics, Westwood, Mass) using an Argon ion-laser (Spectra 
Physics, Mountain View, Ca; Model 165; 488 nm, 300 mW output power). 
For verification of the fitted data, sorting experiments were 
performed on a Cytofluorograph-50H under similar conditions. 
For data acquisition a ND-100 dual parameter multichannel analyser 
(Nuclear Data, Schaumberg, 111) was used in coincidence mode. A 
fluorescence pulse height triggered gating device (4) was used to 
measure only nucleated cells in which DNA was stained 
non-stoechiometrically with acridine orange (12). Data were stored on 
magnetic tape as 64""64 channel histograms. Analysis of these 
histograms was performed on a PDP 11/45 computer (Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Maynard, Mass). The program is a so called sub-task of 
an earlier published FCM analysis package (3) and has been written in 
FORTRAN IV-pius. 
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MATHEMATICS 
The following symbols are used for the mathematical description of the 
problem: 
GCx^Yj) 
ο (σ ) 
χ y 
A 
h 
u , s ,θ, 
χ χ 
Measured value of the histogram for x=x. and y=y. 
Value of a normal distribution for x=x. and y=y. 
ι 'j 
Standard deviation of a normal distribution in the 
χ (y) direction 
Mean value 
Distribution volume 
Maximum value for distribution (NOTE: h = G (μ ,μ ) ) 
χ y 
Estimated values for the parameters μ , α , h 
A. PARAMETER ESTIMATION. 
Before being able to calculate the best fitting description of 
two parameter FCM data sets in terms of a series of normal 
(Gaussian) distributions an estimation is to be made of the 
values of all characteristic properties. 
In case of independent variables χ and y an arbitrary 
bi-parametric normal distribution G(x,y) can be written as: 
χ-μ 
G(x,y) = 
-0.5(- x,2 
y-v%. 
) -0.5(- 4 
2n о 0 
χ у 
[1] 
For any constant value x=x. the section G(x.,y) exhibits a single 
parameter normal distribution, that depends on parameter у only: 
G(x ,y) 
with 
A' -0.5 (· ^ )
2 
τ/2τ 
[2] 
A' 
-0.5 ( 
χ. 
1 ^ ) 2 
•2ιτ о 
A' reflects the height of the Note that for x=x the latter term 
bi-parametric distribution G(x,y). 
For any given value x=x., the remaining single parameter normal 
distribution G(x.,y) can be expanded in a power series (appendix 1) 
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CEULNUMBER 
N(XY) 
Χι Xi-rt 
FIG 2. Impression of a throughcut of a 2 parameter (χ,y) 
histogram· 
each channel contains a number of counts N(x,y); 
for constant x=x +1 a parabola is fitted through sequential 
combinations of points N(x +1,y); 
for the parabola corresponding to x=x +1 with maximum height 
y=y , a similar sequence of points m the χ direction is 
scanned, resulting m an estimation of the actual maximum 
close to x=x and y=y . This example clearly demonstrates 
ι max 
the basic idea behind the estimation procedure. 
whose first two terms 
G(x ,y) =
 / 0 τ
Α
0 ( 1 - 0 5 ( 
У 
^ ) 2 ) 
reflect a parabola that, for у approximating μ , approximates G(x ,y): 
G(xi,y) = a y ~ + b y + c , [3] 
(a,b and с depend on μ , о
 r
 and A1 as given in appendix 1) 
For у values that satisfy | у - μ | < σ the parabola values differ 
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less than 20°
o
 from the actual value of the corresponding value 
G(x ,y) For these values of y, we may estimate ν and σ from 
-b_ 
a IM 
2 
s = • ( u (-S-) + -f ) [5] 
An important aspect of a parabolic approximation of a ppak value in 
any distribution is to demand a<0 An estimation of the height of the 
Gaussian distribution G(x ,y) follows easily from 
e = a u + b u + c [6] 
У У 
In the actual computer algorithm several basis parts can be identified 
that are performed step by step (fig 2) 
1 The number of fitted bi-parametric normal distributions is 
initialised to NTOP=0 
2 The measured bi-parametric distribution N(x,y) is scanned for 
subsequent constant values x=x (x =1,2, ,64) For each 
individual value x=x , a number of (64-n-l) parabolas are fitted 
to sequential series of η datapoints N(x ,y ) Thus, in the first 
parabola у satisfies у =1,2, ,n, in the second у =2,3, ,n+l, 
etc For every value x=x this fitting is performed twice In 
the first run values of a (eq 3) are calculated, yielding 
intervals of у values with either a>0 or a<0 The second run 
J 
only considers intervals of consecutive у values for which a<0 
J 
In principle, each of these intervals may correspond to a single 
normal distribution G(x ,y) 
3 For each interval of у values, with a<0, all parabolas are fitted 
again, now also calculating b and с According to eqs 4, 5 and 
6, the corresponding values of y, σ and h are calculated The 
parabola that fits best to the interval of y values, is stated to 
be that with a minimal distance d, being 
d = (u - y ) 2 + (В - N(x ,y )2) [7] 
у •'max ι 'max'
 l J 
between the estimated top of the parabola at (u ,θ) and the 
maximum value (y ,N(x ,y )), measured in the considered 
'max i'-'max ' 
interval of y-values 
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The value of x=x. serves as an estimator for the actual value of 
ι 
V
x 
At x=x. values for u , u , σ and h are estimated in each interval 
ι χ y y 
of y. values with a<0. The question now rises how these values 
correspond to the distribition N(x,y) that we have measured. 
Therefore three numbers are defined to relate the estimated values 
to the values of N(x,y). 
a) If we refer to a prior estimation of parameter values in the 
case of distribution number NTOP by index ' , the first number of 
interest is the distance DXY between the present maximum value at 
(x.,y ) and the prior estimation at (x',y'): 
ι max 
(x. - x' ) + (y - y' ) 
DXY = —* s ^ [8] 
c.
x
V
+
 (Sy')
2 
This number implies whether a maximum is found close to (DXY<1) or 
far from previous estimations. 
b) The second comparison is made with a (possible) earlier found 
estimation h' of the height in the same region of χ and y values. 
The ratio DH is defined as the present estimation over the earler 
estimation: 
DH = Θ/ h' [9] 
c) The third number of interest is the comparison of the height θ 
at x=x. and y=y with the neighbouring value of N(x,y) at y=y 
ι •' •'max
 ь
 , '·"
 J
 'max 
but for a higher x-value (x=x.+l). We define the slope S as: 
S = ( N(x.,y ) - N(x.-l,y ) [10] 
χ ι 'max ι 'max
 l
 ' 
The decision on whether the present parameter estimation is better 
than a previous one is made based on the values of DXY, DH and S , 
according to Table 1. If, for given x=x., the distribution under 
consideration does not fit to any of the earlier found 
distributions (according to table 1), a new distribution is 
defined by increasing the value of NTOP: 
NT0P=NT0P+1 
and the estimated values u , u , s and θ are stored. 
x y y 
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The above given procedure allows to estimate the values of μ . μ , О 
and h To estimate also the value of о , a procedure similar to the 
χ
 r 
one to calculate s is performed. For y=y several parabolas are y Jmax r 
fitted through sequential points of Mx,y ). If, for χ and y 
approximating χ and y as good as possible, a parabola with a<u is 
found, s is calculated However, if no parabola is found with a<0, 
all calulations on a possible peak present at x=x and y=y are K K r
 ι
 J
 •'max 
canceled 
TABLE 1 : 
Criteria to decide whether a new normal distribution is 
scanned Three numbers are calculated from the data, showing 
the ratio of the earlier estimated height and the present 
estimation (DH), the slope of the histogram m the χ direction 
(S) and the distance between two closest estimated 
distributions related to their standard deviations DXY The 
definitions of these numbers are given m the text 
DH S DXY DECISSION 
>1 
>1 
>1 
>1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
>0 
>0 
<0 
<0 
>0 
>0 
<0 
<0 
>1 NEW 
<1 SAME (REPLACE VALUES) 
>1 OLD fNOT REPLACE VALUES) 
<=1 OLD (NOT REPLACE VALUES) 
>1 NEW 
<1 NEW (SHOULDER) 
>1 OLD (NOT REPLACE VALUES) 
<=1 OLD (NOT REPLACE VALUES) 
2. OPTIMIZING PARAMETER VALUES: ITERATION TO MINIMAL CHI-SQUARE. 
The above given procedure for parameter estimation is based on a 
strongly simplified description of a series of normal distributions 
For each distribution ι (ι=1,2,. ,ΝΤΟΡ) that has been found, the 
estimated values u . u , s , s and θ are to be optimized in order to 
χ у х у 
obtain the statistically best fitting description of the measured 
distribution N(x,y) A point by point comparison of the measured 
distribution N(x,y) and the distribution that is based on a series of 
superimposed normal distributions G (x,y) allows to calculate 
2 1 
chi-square (x ) This number reflects the total difference between both distributions, according to. 
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ΝΤΟΡ
 2 
64 6 4
 (N(x,y) - Σ G,.(x,y) ) 
χ2
 = \ \ ϋτδΓ1 Ι"! 
Χ = 1 У = 1
 Σ G (x,y) 
i=l 
The best fitting description of the measured N'(x,y) is calculated by 
minimizing chi-square for each variable u , u , s , s and θ of 
x . y . x . y . 
ι ι ι ι 
each of the distributions G. according to a weighted least squares 
procedure. 
NTOP 
One can now write Σ G.(χ,y) as 
i=l 1 
NTOP 
Σ G(x,y) = Σ G (x.y) + G.(x,y) [12] 
i=l iî'j 1 J 
[13] 
so that 
X 2 = Σ 
χ 
in which 
Ρ = N(x, 
NTOP 
q = Σ 
i* І 
ι 
У 
У) 
G. 
1 
2 
(p-q-r) 
q+r 
(Х,У) 
r = G^Cx.y) 
Since the j distribution is defined by the parameters 
t. = (μ ,μ ,ou ,σ ,h.) one can easily calculate the partial 
ι χ. У. χ. у. ι 
J J J J J 
2 
derivatives of X with respect to each of the estimators t.: 
Э X2
 =
 j.
 Σ ( -2 (p-q-r) (q+r) - (p-q-r) _ ) [ 1 4 ] 
j (q+r) 
For a normal (Gaussian) distributions goes, that: 
if t. = x: 'f = GCx.y) . (-—2) [15a] 
J 3s s
x 
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if t = 0 : ^ = G(x,y).( j-i- γ-) [15b] 
s s 
if t. = h: H = G(x,y) / h [15c] 
Iteration to the best fitting solution is now a matter of minimizing 
Э x2 
- for all parameters t . 
» t , _ 
J 2 
If a ^ •* 0 the estimator is too large. For negative χ -values a 
Э t 
J 
larger value of the estimator will be better. For values very close 
to zero (<0.1) the calculated value is close enough to the optimal 
solution to stop the iteration. 
The size of the iteration steps may depend on the value of these 
partial derivatives to increase the speed of convergence. 
RESULTS 
Two series of experiments were performed with use of the histogram 
fitting procedure described. In each of these series an criterium for 
stopping iteration was defined, based on a weighed chi-square value. 
If N data points in the distribution differ from zero, iteration was 
stopped either 
1) if X 2/ N < 1 or 
2) a f t e r 10 i t e r a t i o n rounds. 
Most experiments stopped after 10 iteration rounds. The weighted 
chi-square value then normally varied between 2 and 5. 
The first series included analysis of two simulated dual parameter 
histograms, varying in relative contribution to the total cell number 
of 50,000. 
To investigate the resolution of the algorithm, the dimensionless 
relative distance 
Vl - μ2 
σ 
χ 
[16] 
between the mean values μ and μ of two distributions with equal 
standard deviation ö was used as a variable. 33 
χ 
Fig.3 shows four examples of two simulated bi-parameteric 
distributions at various relative distances D (D=5,4,3 and 2.5 for 
Figs.SAljBl.Cl and Dl respectively), and the resulting distribution 
after numerical analysis. In principle the limit of resolution will 
be reached for D=2. Without prior knowledge on the CV or о values two 
individual distributions with D<2 will appear as one distribution with 
an о value larger than the original ones. They cannot be separated 
with the parabolic approximation. The sensitivity of the procedure 
can be described as its ability to discover and reliably fit the 
smallest possible contribution of the lower distribution. Figures 4 
and 5 show the quality of the algorithm, when out of two simulated 
distributions (the smaller containing 10,20,30, 40 or 50% of the total 
amount of counts, at relative distances D=2.5, 3, 4 and 5) the 
composition of the data is investigated. Data with о values between 1 
and 5 were averaged. For relative distances D i 3 the method reliably 
fits any small distribution out of a complex histogram (mean relative 
errors smaller than 15°» for very small contributions, smaller than 10% 
for the larger ones are found). For a relative distance D=2.5, 
contributions are still separately found with a fair reliability. 
Here large relative uncertainties in the avaraged data are caused by 
not finding or strongly overestimating small contributions. 
The second series of experiments included analysis of light scattering 
histograms of fractionated human peripheral blood samples (total: 
100,000 cells). The blood has been separated with a counterflow 
centrifuge (2) into a number of fractions differing in cell size and 
composition. 
Each distribution required approximately 3 minutes for parameter 
estimation, and approximately 3 to 7 minutes for optimizing all 
parameters according to the least squares procedure described above. 
For each of these fractions figure 6 shows the correlation between the 
contribution of each sub population as found by microscopic analysis 
and the contribution according to computerized light scattering data 
analysis. The data have a regression coefficient r=0.998 and a slope 
a=0.98. 
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FIG.3: Simulated dual parameter histograms are used to 
determine the separation characteristics of the estimation and 
fitting procedure. iWith the relative distance D being the 
ratio between the distance between the means of the 
distributions (in channel numbers) and the standard deviation 
(in channel numbers) (eq.[16]), two distributions with equal о 
values have been simulated with D=5 (Al), 4 (Bl), 3 (CI) and 
2.5 (Dl). In all distributions shown, a=U. The relative 
contribution of the lower distribution equals 20% of the total 
number of counts in the histogram. After fitting this 
contribution has been estimated: 23i (A2), 16 (B2), 17 (C2) 
and 13 (D2) %. 
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MEAN CONTRIBUTION 
AFTER PITTINO ( % ) 
INPUT 
PERCENTAQE 
. 5 0 
•40 
•30 
•20 
• 10 
ι -
t 
RELATIVE DISTANCE 
1 — 
5 
FIG 4- Summarized data on the fitting of simulated 
two-distribution histograms. The lower distribution adds 
between 10 and 50% of the total number of counts to the total 
histogram 
X The dimcnsionless relative distance (eq [16]) between both 
distributions. 
Y· After fitting the contribution of the lower distribution 
is compared to the input percentage (between 10 and 50% ) . 
The fitted data have been averaged over 5 experiments (a = 
1,2,3,4,5 channels) The dots represent the means, the bars 
give corresponding standard deviations. 
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MEAN RELATIVE 
ERROR (%) 
1 0 0 -
-100-1 
INPUT 
PERCENTAGE 
. 50 
' 40 
• 30 
» 20 
• 10 
RELATIVE DISTANCE "-
FIG.5: After fitting simulated histograms, the relative error 
to the input data can be given as. 
100 * (% input - Ζ fitted)I(Ζ input) 
X: The relative distance between both distributions. 
Y: For all experiments (differing m input percentage of the 
lower distribution), the relative errors have boen averaged 
over S experiments Co = 1,2,3,4,5 channels). The dots 
represent the mean relative errors, the bars give the 
correspond ing standard deviation. 
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FCM LIGHT SCATTER FITftt) 
FIG.6: For peripheral blood each of the elutriated fractions 
is analysed with light scatter measurement and with 
microscopical examination. Three nucleated cell types are 
identified : lymphocytes (A ) , monocytes ( · ) and (all) 
granulocytes ( Η ) . 
X: Composition of the samples according to fitted light 
scattering distributions. The relative contribution of each 
cell type is given (Z)• 
Y : Contributions of each cell type in the same sample, 
according to manual microscopic determination (%) 
For the 10 fractions investigated, the overall data show a 
regression coefficient r=0.998 at a slope value a=0.98. 
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DISCUSSION 
Most approaches for numerical analysis of FCM data are based on the 
supposition of a constant coefficient of variation (CV) within the 
measured parameters. The histogram is supposed to be a convolution of 
the actual biological distribution and a non-linear error that depends 
on both cell treatment and on FCM measurement (6). The basis of this 
premisse is a very narrow, well defined initial biological 
distribution of a property over all cells. E.g., all Gl cells of a 
distinct cell type are supposed to have exactly the same amount of 
DNA. 
The first numerical dual parameter FCM analysis procedure was given by 
Baisch et al (1), who do not go into details on their method. 
Scholz (10,11) has published an excellent numerical analysis method 
for biparametric distributions of cell properties with a constant CV 
value, based on a formal non-linear method (5). His data show an 
extremely high sensitivity, due to the prior knowledge on the 
distributions. This method requires large computer facilities because 
of the large arrays needed in fitting data and the large number of 
calculâtional steps. 
Many other cell properties however do not posess such a well defined 
and tight biological distribution: RNA, protein and optical cell 
properties (scattering, absorption) may show a large intercellular 
variation, even within highly synchronized, cultured, and thus almost 
identical cells. This is the reason why data obtained on these cell 
properties may never be analysed with use of a 'constant-CV' premise. 
The analysis algorithm presented here allows analysis of such FCM 
parameters and is completely independent on any precondition of the 
data under consideration. 
Major applications of this procedure will be the description of data 
from heterogeneous cell populations, having discretely separated but 
through measurement errors overlapping cell properties. 
In its present form, the method presented here will be of less value 
in the case of cell properties that show continuously changing values, 
like e.g. DNA distributions. In those distributions, early S-phase 
cells will principally lie within the D=2 range of the Gl-cells, and 
can thus not be separated. However, one may adapt part of the 
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algorithm where the parameter values are estimated with the premise of 
an constant CV Then the estimation will take two runs through the 
data: one in order to estimate the mean CV value for all 
distributions and one to find all distributions, based on the CV 
estimation. Note that in this case not σ and о will have to be 
χ у 
optimized, but a least squares fit for CV will have to be performed 
A second possible improvement on the general applicability may be to 
allow non-zero covariance or interdependent χ and у parameters (e.g 
due to spectral overlap of parameters). This introduces an angular 
dependency of χ and у (x^fCx.a), y'=g(y,ß) ), in which also α and Ρ 
will have to be estimated and fitted. 
This will provide a program that allows to calculate the best fitting 
combination of normal distributions to any flow cytometrically 
obtained dual parameter histogram. These extra conditions however 
will drastically increase the number of distributions found, the 
number of parameters to be fitted and thus the calculus time required. 
Concluding it can be stated that, despite its initial simplicity, the 
method described here is powerful for estimating and 
least-squares-fitting of a number of Gaussian distributions with 
independent χ and у parameters. In FCM application dual parameter 
distributions may be described properly Because of the use of rapid, 
linear least squares fitting procedures it may even be used on 
microcomputers Making use of prior knowledge on relations between 
biological and measurement properties, extension of its use on more 
complicated data sets is simply a matter of minor changes. 
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APPENDIX 1: FIRST ORDER ESTIMATION OF A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
Writing a normal (gaussian) distribution G(x) as: 
X
 " ч 2 A, -0.5 (
 ñ Γ 
G (χ) = e χ 
/2τι σ 
χ 
In generai series expansion of an exponential function yields: 
2 3 
z . e
t
= z . ( l + t + ^ + 7 + ) 
We substitute: 
A . 
ζ = -τ; and 
• 2n о 
χ 
t = -о.ЗС^^-Х)
2 
о 
X 
The first order approximation can now be written as: 
A' X " \ 2 
vzir ο σ 
X X 
Which equivalents a parabola 
2 
G(x) = a x ^ + b x + c 
in which: 
-z 
a = -
2 σ^ 
χ 
b = . Z U x 
a
2 
2 
χ 
с = ζ ( 1 - ) 
2 
2 о 
χ 
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APPENDIX 2· FITTING A SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
Let (x ,y ) (with ι in [l,n]) be points through which a second order 
polynomial (parabola) is to be fitted The best fitting parabola is 
stated to be 
y = A x 2 + Bx + C 
Ρ 
The conditions are to find a minimum value for 
YtA.B.C) = Σ (у -у^) = Σ (A х^ + Β.χ
ι
 + С - у ^
2 
1 1 
or to make 
g - 0 and ;
Β
ϊ - 0 and Ц - О 
Defining 
- 4 
а = Σ χ 
ι 
ι 
b = Σ χ 3 
ι 
1 
_
 τ
 2 
с = Σ χ 
1 
1 
d = Σ χ 
ι 
1 ι 
_ , 2 
e = Σ у χ 
1 1 
1 
f = Σ у χ 
1 1 
1 
g = Σ yi 
1 
results in values for А,В,and С according to. 
(ec - fb)(dd - nc ) - (fd - gc)(cc - db) 
(ас - bb)(dd - η с) - (bd - cc)(cc - db) 
(eb - fa)(de - nb ) - (fc - gb)(cb - da) 
(bb - ca)(dc - η b) - (ce - db)(cb - da) 
(eb - fa)(ce - db) - (fc - gb)(bb - ca) 
-(bb - ca)(dc - nb) + (ce - db)(cb - da) 
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A Single-Parameter Analog Level Discriminator: A Cheap 
and Powerful Extension of FCM Data Acquisition1 
Tom Beumer, Hans Lenssinck, Arie Pennings, and Clemens Haanen 
Division of Hematology, Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital, 6525 GA Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Received for publication March 9, 1984, accepted July 24, 19*1 
Modern flow cytometers offer the possibil-
ity to measure more parameters of individual 
cells than the normally available data acqui-
sition equipment can store. To enlarge the 
number of parameters that is taken into ac-
count while recording data, an analog level 
discriminator is described that is easy to build 
and easy to implement on any existing FCM 
system. An example of gated data acquisition 
in light scattering measurements on nu-
cleated human bone marrow cells is given. 
The level discriminator may give a cheap 
and yet valuable extension of expensive data 
acquisition equipment. 
Key terms: Flow cytometry, electronic gat-
ing, sub populations 
Modern commercially available flow cytometry (FCM) 
equipment allows simultaneous measurement of var 
lous parameters on individual single cells in suspension. 
For some cell properties it may be sufficient to know 
whether it has a value within a desired range, without 
knowledge of the exact numerical description (4) 
We designed a simple and cheap electronic device, an 
analog level discriminator or single channel analyser 
(SCA), that only triggers data acquisition electronics if 
an additional detector has its output value within an 
(adjustable) window. This allows optimal use of limited 
data storage space. 
ANALOG LEVEL DISCRIMINATOR 
Flow cytometer equipment is provided with pulse 
height detecting analog to digital converters (ADC/s) 
that digitize data before storage A short strobe pulse is 
generated electronically on a parallel output line to trig-
ger these ADC/s (6). 
To decide whether or not the cell under measurement 
fulfills certain criteria, one may use one of the analog 
detector output signals. The peak value of this signal is 
compared to the adjustable levels of two comparators 
LM 311 (Fig. 1A) : Ve, mm and Vc, max (Fig. lb). If the 
input signal V exceeds the comparator value, the output 
is a logicai ONE (+5 volt); otherwise it is logical ZERO 
(0 volt). A one-shot, triggered by the negative edge of 
the strobe pulse, is used to reset both flip flops. Three 
situations may occur. 
V < Vc.min 
The output of both comparators remains at ZERO. No 
signal can pass flip flop 2. The FCM gate pulse is sup-
pressed and the event is neglected. 
V > Vc.max 
The output of the NOR gate is held at ONE by the 
constant ZERO output of the one-shot. Both flip flops 
are constantly kept cleared at the CÜ input and the gate 
signal is suppressed: The event is neglected. 
Vc.min < V < Vc.max 
The signal V falls within the window Vc.min Vc.max. 
Comparator 1 activates both DFF/s. Comparator 2 keeps 
the NOR gate output at ONE (thus not clearing the flip 
flops) and the gate pulse passes DFF2: The parameters 
of interest can now be recorded. When the one-shot is 
triggered by the negative edge of the gate pulse the 
NOR gate generates a ONE for approximately 10~9s. 
This ONE clears both DFF/s. The system is now ready 
for the next event coming. 
APPLICATION OF ELECTRONIC GATING 
For checking the device, an Ortho cytofluorograph-
30H (Ortho Diagnostic Systems, Westwood, MA) was 
used, equipped with an argon ion-laser (Spectra Physics, 
Mountain View, CA; type 168-46) at 488 nm and at an 
output power of 300 mW. Data were recorded on a Nu-
clear Data ND 100 dual-parameter multichannel analy-
ser in coincidence mode (Nuclear Data, Schaumberg, IL) 
as 64x64 channel histograms (1). Histograms were 
lThis study was aupported in part by the Netherlands' Organiaation 
for Applied Research HGO/TNO and the Ank van Vlusingen 
Foundation 
Address reprint requeata to Ibm Beumer, Division of Hematology, 
Dept Int Med , University Hospital, 8 Geert Grooteplein, 6526 GA 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
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90 liRht scatti nntf art measured un bont marrow thi presence of 
erythrocvtesiadmixlurt from pt nphtral Ыімкіі ^nousK ccntaminates 
tht measuremtnl of the nurliattd cells В Trifífíerinb on Ihi presence 
of DNA after vital acridme orange sinning allows measurement of 
only the nucleated ctlls Abscissa 90 li^ht scalier Ordinate forwird 
rORWARD SCATTER 
scatter vertical axis cell number Note bach plot is scaled on itâ own 
maximum number of cells per channel Inset Before actually using 
tht KatinK device the upper and lowtr analog values have to be 
adjusted In this example a fluorescence histogram is measured and 
tht levels are set Onl> light scatter values of ctlls with fluorescence 
within the window arrows! are stored 
stored on magnetic tape for analysis on a PDP 11/45 
computer with graphical facilities (Digital Equipment 
Corp Maynard, MA) 
Human bone marrow cells were obtained from volun 
teers Cells were collected in citrate acid, washed twice 
in phosphate buffered saline containing 49c w/v EDTA 
(PBS/EDTA) The bulk of contaminating nonnucleated 
mature red blood cells (RBC) was removed by gradient 
centrifugation (1085 kg/m3 Ficoll) thus obtaining a 
sample that is strongly enriched in nucleated cells (20-
50%) 
An example of the use of the gating electronics in FCM 
is given in Figure 2 
Light scatter measurements on nucleated cells in hu 
man bone marrow are easily disturbed by the presence 
of RBC/s left after centrifugation Cell lysis may solve 
this problem, but then the immature (nucleated) red 
cells are destroyed too Figure 2 shows a forward vs 90" 
scatter plot for human bone marrow with and without 
mature erythrocytes, after gating on fluorescence due to 
acndine-orange stained nuclear DNA (3,5) 
DISCUSSION 
A cheap (less than $10 00) and easy to build device is 
presented that enables all users of FCM equipment to 
enlarge the number of measurable parameters without 
enlarging their (expensive) data acquisition system This 
device, a simplified application of what has for long been 
known in nuclear physics as a smgle-channel analyser 
(SCA) can be used in combination with all commercial 
or custom built FCM systems, though minor modifica 
tions may be necessary for differences in gating, pulse 
polarity etc The device is based upon a logical decision 
of whether the output of a detector falls within or out 
side an adjustable voltage window As the demands for 
resolution in FCM applications of fast electronics are 
much lower than in many other fields of technique, the 
simplified scheme shown in this paper can easily fulfill 
the needs for speed and sensitivity in cell analysis The 
speed is limited by the cell flow and the sensitivity of 
FCM measurements is completely determined by the 
staining protocols that are used 
One shortcoming of the device may be that no on line 
control of the gating parameter is possible unless a 
separate single parameter MCA is used for measuring 
this gated parameter For most applications, however, 
in which physical parameters or stable (end point) stain 
ings are used for gating, this will be no serious handicap 
We can think of many applications for this device cell 
cycle-dependent data acquisition, control for specificity 
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of (monoclonal) antibodies (2), control for cell-type-depen­
dent staining intensity, etc. The possibilities for this 
device are many and may enable FCM users to obtain 
more information on the materials being researched 
with the same equipment. 
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The measurement of color development with 
time in cells following the start of a staining 
reaction is of interest in a number of biologi­
cal sj stems. These include the subsets of pe­
ripheral white blood cells after acridine 
orange staining, the uptake by cells and nu­
clei of fluorescent agents, especially antitu­
mor drugs, and measurement of intracellular 
enz ν me kinetics using fluorogenic or absorb­
ing substrates. The present work describes a 
simple computer program for analyzing flow 
cytometric (KCM) data versus time, including 
both the population kinetics of color develop­
ment and the variability of staining speed 
within one population of cells. 
A single-channel absorption measurement 
in flow (Technicon Hemalog D) was used to 
record peroxidase kinetics in peripheral blood 
cells. Every 5 s, a 64-channel absorption his­
togram was recorded, up to a maximum of 64 
histograms. The data were then analyzed b> 
a computer program which searched for the 
peak channel of each histogram. A least-
squares fit was computed for these maxima. 
The asymmetries of the 64 absorption histo­
grams were compared to see if there was more 
than one population present with different 
time constants. 
Although developed for enzyme kinetic 
measurements, this program may have wider 
usefulness in any measurements of time-de­
pendent phenomena by FCM. 
Key terms: Blood cells, granulocytes, en­
zymes, enzyme kinetics 
Flow cytometry (FCM) is used generally for static (end-
point) measuiements with quantification of the amount 
of absorbing or fluorescent dye m a cell at a stable end 
point equilibrium Occasionally, multiple time points of 
a dynamic dye uptake process are sampled by manual 
collection of FCM data from time-defined subpopula-
tions (6,11,17) Martin and Swartzendruber (13) de 
scribed a time base generator which allows time to be 
used as a true parameter in FCM multi parameter anal 
ysis and so allows FCM analysis of the dynamics of cell 
staining Data collected using this time parameter pro­
vide an embarrassment of riches, since for any given 
time interval a population of cells may provide one, two, 
or more parameters of light absorption, scattering, or 
emission data as well as electronic cell volume data 
The present study reports one approach to dealing 
with time data in a biologically meaningful way, using 
time and enzyme product (leukocyte myeloperoxidase) 
as two parameters Our approach is similar in principle 
to that previously reported using a static image process­
ing system (12) 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Five milliliters whole blood was collected from clini­
cally normal blood donors in ethylenediaminetetraace-
tate (EDTA) in plastic tubes For FCM analysis of whole 
blood, 250 μΐ blood was mixed with 145 μ\ sample diluent 
and 517 μΐ fixative at 4°C (both standard proprietary 
reagents for the Hemalog D, Technicon Ine Tarrytown, 
NY, USA, as are the other reagents described below) 
The sample was then incubated 5 mm at 55°C After a 
further 5 mm at Α'Ό, 1 92 ml peroxidase acid (an acetic 
acid formulation) at 4°C and 0 739 ml dye (4 chloro, 1 
naphthol) at room temperature were added The blood 
was then placed in the sampling cup of a single channel 
Hemalog D sampler, and at time = 0, 0 517 ml peroxi­
dase substrate (H202) was added 
The analysis channel used was the peroxidase flow 
channel, halogen light source, filters, and photodiode of 
a standard Hemalog D peroxidase channel, described in 
detail elsewhere (2) The dead time from the addition of 
the peroxidase substrate to the sensing of the first cells 
in the measurement channel was 30 s or less 
Presented in part at the Combined International Conference on 
Analytical Cytolog} IX and VII International Symposium on Flow 
Cytometry, Schloss Elmau, West Germany, October 17-2,), 1982 
^The computer program debcribed herein is available on request 
from С Herman, Department of Pathology, SSDZ, Delft, Netherlands 
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For some experiments, peripheral blood granulocyte 
fractions were used instead of whole blood. For these 
experiments, 2 ml of EDTA blood, not older than 4 h 
after collection, was layered on top of a 10 ml 1.080 to 
1.100 continuous Percoli gradient with a 1 ml 1.080 
Percoli cushion between the blood and gradient. The 
gradient was spun 20 mm at 750g at room temperature, 
and the granulocyte fraction collected. By differential 
count, this fraction was more than 95% pure granulo-
cytes and contained from 50% to 95% of the granulocytes 
in the starting blood, depending on the age of the blood 
sample. This granulocyte fraction was washed once with 
physiological salt, recovered by 250g centrifugation for 
5 mm and resuspended in the patient's own plasma The 
granulocyte sample was then processed further as de-
scribed above for EDTA whole blood. 
The time parameter was measured as described pre-
viously (13) and analyzed with light absorption using an 
ND 100 multichannel analyzer (Nuclear Data, Schaum-
burg, IL). In the present experiments, a period of 6 mm 
was sufficient to observe the plateau of granulocyte 
staining caused by optical saturation of the cytoplasm 
with précipitait. The absorption signal was used as the 
gate to allow the ND 100 to sample the time signal. 
Fie 1 Flow chart of the computer program for FCM staining kinetic analysis Sec text for 
further details 
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Thus for each 5 s interval, a histogram of light absorp 
tion was obtained, with each histogram consisting of 
measurements of approximately 5,000 individual cells 
Data Analysis 
Two types of information of biological importance were 
available from the data (1) the enzyme kinetics of the 
cell population, (2) identification of possible subpopula 
tions of cells with different staining kinetics 
For analysis of staining kinetics, the modal channel of 
absorption was identified for each 5 s histogram The 
time constant was then calculated using the relation 
ship A(t) = Amax χ (l-e l"Vrl), where A(t) is light 
absorption at time t, Amax is maximum light absorp­
tion, t is a given 5 s interval, and Τ is the time constant 
in seconds the time needed for A to reach the value 
Amax/e 
For identification of possible subpopulations of cells, 
the asymmetry of the absorption histogram for each 5 s 
interval was computed and plotted using the relation­
ship S(t) = R/L, where S is asymmetry, t is a given 5 з 
interval, R is the integral of the absorption histogram to 
the right of the modal absorption channel, and L is the 
integral of the absorption histogram to the left of the 
modal absorption channel 
Thus, a perfectly symmetrical absorption histogram at 
time (t) will have S(t) = 1 Highly right skewed histo 
grams will show S(t) > > 1 and highly left skewed 
histograms S(t) < < 1 
Computer Program 
The program flow diagram is shown in Figure 1 All 
experimental data from the dual parameter multichan­
nel analyser were recorded on magnetic tape in the 
same format To analyse these data, a computer pro­
gram PEROX was written in Fortran IV for a PDP 11/ 
45 computer (Digital Equipment Corp , Maynard, MA) 
This program consists of a MAINPROGRAM within 
which the user can interactively choose what other pro­
grams are to be used These subprograms can be divided 
into three groups- (1) collection of data onto disc from 
tape, addition of comments, etc , (2) correction of data 
for noise, removal of certain channels from further anal­
ysis, especially the early time channels or the lowest 
absorption channels, etc , and (3) calculation of parame­
ters from the two-dimensional histograms e g , staining 
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FIG 2 Example of output data from the analysis of staining kinet 
ics Normal blood sample stained for myeloperoxidase Abscissa ab­
sorption in arbitrary units ordinate, time in seconds For each time 
interval, the diamond represents modal absorption channel, and the 
horizontal line represents full width of the absorption histogram at 
one half the modal absorption peak The exponential line represents 
the least squares best fit curve of the equation for the time constant 
(see text) The inset graph is a plot of the asymmetry of the absorption 
hisUigrams for each time interval TC, time constant in seconds, AMAX, 
maximum absorption at the end of analysis B, time (ordinate) inter 
cept, constrained to be 0, in this case 
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parameters, numbers of cells within windows, etc., and 
format for graphic output. 
For staining kinetics, the principal analysis program 
is a subprogram MAXIMA. This program determines 
the absorption channel with the maximum cell number 
for each time channel and stores this (modal) channel 
number in an array IMAX(64). With a linear least-
squares fit, the modal channel values from ΓΜΑΧ are 
fitted to the exponential description of the reaction with 
time. Two descriptors of the reaction are calculated: 
Amax and T, as described above. In addition, the asym­
metry is calculated for each time channel as follows: 
Number of cells in the channels greater than IMAX 
Number of cells in the channels smaller than IMÄX 
RESULTS 
Figures 2 and 3 present examples of the program 
output in the present application, namely, measurement 
of white blood cell peroxidase kinetics. The two speci-
mens show different time constants but similar maxi-
mum absorptions In addition, the asymmetry parameter 
shows that the neutrophil population distribution is 
right skewed (asymmetry values greater than 1) when 
the peroxidase-derived absorption is measured at early 
time points (less than 2 mm). The distribution of absorp-
tion values per cell becomes approximately symmetrical 
at later time points, as shown by the asymmetry values 
clustered around 1. Inhibitors of myeloperoxidase (14) 
including hydroqumone and pyrogallol (Fig 3B) dem-
onstrate that the baseline modal absorption is consistent 
with the lowest values seen in the uninhibited samples 
(compare Fig. 3B with Figs. 2, ЗА). This demonstration 
of specific inhibition supports the interpretation that 
color development with time is in fact due to enzyme 
activity. 
DISCUSSION 
The present report demonstrates a computer program 
for analyzing time-dependent staining kinetics with 
FCM, using white blood cell myeloperoxidase as a model. 
The time generator used is basically that described by 
Martin and Swartzendruber (13). This system allows 
quantitative comparison of the biologically most impor­
tant features available from time-dependent measure­
ments in different populations of cells: i.e., staining time 
constant, maximum stain content per cell, and presence 
of cell subpopulations with kinetics or staining maxima 
different from those of the dominant cell population. 
Several potential applications of this kinetic analysis by 
FCM are apparent. 
The demonstration by FCM of the presence or absence 
of enzymes in hematologic cells has been reported by 
Kaplow (8,9) and in parenchymal cells by Dolbeare (3). 
Manual sampling has been used to collect cell popula­
tion data at several time points during kinetic staining 
(11,17). Continuous quantitative description of enzyme 
kinetics within these cells may allow further recognition 
of cell subpopulations with isoenzymes of biologic or 
clinical significance (16). In addition, other cell func­
tions, already measured as end-points by FCM tech­
niques, may be more informative if the kinetics of the 
processes are measured. Examples include phagocytosis 
(4,15) and antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (1) 
The uptake by malignant cells and isolated nuclei of 
fluorescent chemotherapeutic agents has been shown to 
be of value in recognizing cell populations which are 
sensitive or resistant to these drugs (5,10). Quantitative 
description by FCM analysis of the kinetics of drug 
uptake may demonstrate varying degrees of chemother­
apeutic sensitivity or resistance both in malignant cells 
and in normal cells. 
Application of the present FCM analysis program is 
not dependent on a specific type of flow cytometer. For 
example, rapid osmotic fragility testing of erythrocytes 
could be done analyzing the change in cell volume and 
concentration using a standard Coulter counter The 
relatively long dead time (30 s) in the present experi­
ments is not a handicap for the kinetic analysis of per­
oxidase in peripheral blood granulocytes. However, in 
other applications where the reaction proceeds much 
more rapidly, significant shortening of the dead time is 
needed This can be achieved by modification of the 
sample feed system of any of the commercially available 
flow cytometers or by the use of the virtually instanta­
neous feed system reported by Kachel and associates 
(6,7). 
The simple but comprehensive and quantitative FCM 
analysis of staining kinetics described here may signifi­
cantly increase the utility of such measurements and so 
extend the clinical and biological applications of FCM 
in general. 
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Measuring kinetics of an) time-dependent 
intracellular process on a cell-to-cell basis is 
a powerful extension of flow c.vtometr) (KC'M) 
possibilities. A digital timer is described that 
is easy to build and that Tits with all commer­
cial or custom made multiparameter equip­
ment. Of all possible applications of this timer 
(phagocytosis kinetics, staining of cell com­
ponents, enz.Mne reactions, etc.), one example 
isgj\cn:enz\matic intracellular precipitation 
owing to m\clopero\idase in human periph­
eral blood cells. 
Ke.\ terms: Flow c.\tomelr>, electronic timer, 
staining kinetics 
Data acquisition in flow cytometry (FCMl is generally 
performed on cells that have been processed and stained 
before introduction into the apparatus. The information 
that is obtained is based upon reaction end point prod­
ucts Yet the kinetics of the particular staining reaction 
may provide additional relevant data that are otherwise 
not obtained. This is particularly obvious when staining 
is caused by enzymatic reactions (2,5-8) These reactions 
are time dependent and knowledge on the parameters 
that describe this time dependence (reaction speed, end 
point parameters) may be useful to extend the possible 
clinical use of flow cytometry. 
In this paper we describe a new digital timer that is 
easy to build and easy to handle. As the timer can be 
used in combination with any type of flow cytometer, it 
may facilitate the FCM study of time as an extra param­
eter in biological processes An example of the use of the 
method is quantification of the myeloperoxidase stain­
ing of human leukocytes by measuring the light absorp­
tion of individual cells as a function of time ( 1 ) 
THE TIMER 
In general data acquisition in FCM always requires 
two initial steps: 
1. One or more analog signals are measured with the 
optical or electrical detectors in the flow cytometer. 
2. These analog signals are digitized with analog to 
digital converters (ADCs) 
The digitized data are stored in a computer or multi­
channel analyser (MCA), either in LIST mode or as 
histograms. Measuring kinetics in these systems im­
plies the need for a clock that generates electronic sig­
nals that are either compatible with the analog signals 
from the FCM detectors or with the digital signals from 
the ADCs. 
Our timer offers digital (TTL) signals that are compat­
ible with the ADC output, so no extra ADC is required 
for kinetics measurements The clock frequency is pro­
vided by a LM 555 timer 1С that is switched as an 
astable multivibrator (Fig 1) The frequency can be var­
ied by changing a single resistance; installation of sev­
eral variable resistances for tuning the time intervals 
provides a very flexible situation. For biological staining 
kinetics, time intervals, T, between 2 and 50 sec proved 
to be useful The sequencing of the timer, which we 
combine with an MCA (channels decimally numbered 
as 0 to 63), is indicated in Figure 2 and is as follows: 
1. Normally the timer is kept locked by the ONE value 
of the ACQUIRE line (Fig 2A). The inverted AC­
QUIRE line enables the timer, the data flip-flop (DFF) 
and both counters at their RESET entrance. As a 
result of this the output of the DFF goes from ZERO 
to ONE because the D entrance of the DFF is con­
stantly kept at ONE (Fig 2D). 
2 The output of the enabled timer (LM555) goes from 
ZERO to ONE (Fig. 2B). This causes a positive edge 
'This study was supported in part by the Netherlands OrK&nisatiun 
for Applied Research HGOTNO and by the Ank van Vlisbingen 
Foundation 
Address reprint requests to Dr Tbm Beumer, Division of Hematol 
ogy, Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital, 8 Geert 
Grooteplein, 6525 GA Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
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Flc 1 Block diagram of the timer The clements used are two 4 bit 
eynchronous counters (74 Lb 161) one ANU Bate (74 1,8 081 one timer 
(LM 555) and a positive edge data flip Пор 174 LS 74) Optional LEDs 
were used to display the digital counter values We used Texas Instru 
mente ICs but low power ixhottky ITI К s of anv manufacturer may 
be used The Schmitt trigger inputs for the inverUrs prevent disturb 
ancos (such as an unwanted RESFT) of the count« r by noise on the 
power supply The ND10O system is based upon so called negative 
ITTI I logic 0 \ equals digital ONF 5 V equals digital ¿ÍV.0 The 
timer has been built in positive ΤΓΙ logic (digital ONE S V digital 
ZERO 0 \ ) Invertirs (74 I S 141 bufTcr between the two systems If 
one has a s\sUm in positivi logic one may simply leave out the 
inverters in the umor input and output lints Data acquisition ma\ bt 
stopptd nnv lime by simpiv pushing the MCA ьЧГОР ke\ To start the 
timer with an cxtcrnal signal smipK tonneel the Rf SFT NOT entry 
of the 1 M 5^ tu a switch lO \ t imiro(T5\ limeronl 
to appear at one of the entries of the AND gate The 
first positive edge is suppressed by the data flip flop 
(DFF) and the dual input AND gate (Fig 2D,E) The 
timer output thus remains 000000 during the first 
time interval, Τ 
The inverted output signal of the timer (CLOCK, Fig 
2C) clocks the flip-flop The first positive edge of this 
signal appears aller a half period, T/2 The second 
AND input goes to ONE and unlocks the AND gate 
At the same moment the CLOCK signal is going to 
ZERO the AND gale output still remains ZERO 
From now on the output of the data flip flop is held 
at ONE (Fig 2D), as is the second input of the AND 
gate The AND gate now passes all clock signals (Fig 
2E), the counter goes from 000000 to 000001, etc 
(Fig 2F,G) 
Because we have 64 channels available in our data 
acquisition equipment, we want the timer to count 
on for exactly one more period, T, as soon as binary 
0111111 (decimal 63) is reached in order to also fill 
the last MCA channel The carry to BIT 6 (decimal 
64) makes the STOP line of the MCA go to ZERO, 
thus it stops data acquisition (Fig 2H) and the AC 
QUIRE line goes to ONE 
Now both counters are RESET again, the timer is 
DISABLED and is ready for a new measurement 
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Fit, 2 Timing diagram of the timer Shown are the values of the 
various in and outputs in time Abscissa time in arbitrary units (a u ) 
ordinate output voltages (0-5 V) A) ACQUIRE line in ND100 MCA 
(neg TTL) B) Output of CLOCK (LM 555 OUT) C) Inverted CLOCK 
output (74LS74 CLK) D) Output of data Πιρ-Πορ (74LS74 OUT) E) 
Output of AND gate F) Value of output bit 0 of the counter (74LS161 
0) G) Counter output (bit 1) H) Counter output (bit 6) 
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APPLICATION OF THE TIMER 
As an example of how this timer can be used in com 
bination with a multichannel analyser we first give the 
configuration used in our lab a Nuclear Data ND100 
two-parameter MCA (Nuclear Data Ine , Schaumherg 
IL) contains two ADCs to digitize pulse heights of two 
different parameters as measured by a flow cytometer 
into two words with a maximum resolution of 12 bits 
The ND100 processor defines the correct address in the 
two dimensional (64 to 64 channels) histogram space by 
combining the six most significant bits for each word 
As all ND 100 functions (START, STOP, I/O, etc ) are 
open-collector gated, it is sufficient to connect the START 
input of the timer to the corresponding pin in the data 
bus starting data acquisition then automatically starts 
the timer A similar construction may allow the timer 
to enable all kinds of other functions of the MCA (stop 
ping data acquisition, writing data to magnetic tape 
erase the data, and start measuring again is a rather 
easy sequence to perform') 
For kinetics purposes the output of the Y ADC is re 
placed by the output of the counter from the timer (Fig 11 
varying from decimal "0" to "63 (binary 000000 to 
111111) The X ADC is used to measure the events in the 
flow cytometer the scatter absorption unit from a Hem 
alog D blood analyser (Tecniton Instruments Ine Tarry 
town, NY), of which only the light absorption detector 
was used 
As an example demonstrating the power of the combi 
nation of flow cytometry and our timer we stained hu 
man blood cells according to the protocol used for the 
peroxidase channel of the Hemalog D blood analyser as 
described earlier (1) This staining causes an intracellu 
lar precipitation 
Figure 3 shows an example of the kinetics of this 
myeloperoxidase staining measured with our timer No 
tice that the information on staining kinetics is repre 
sented as 64 sequential histograms each of these 
measured during Τ (Τ = 5) sec This representation of 
kinetics offers the possibility of quantifying staining 
parameters (1,7) 
DISCUSSION 
Although time may give much extra quantifiable in 
formation in FCM use (e g , kinetics of enzymatic stain 
ings, recognition of the presence of several populations 
with different staining kinetics (Fig ЗА), only one com 
mercially available FCM system includes a timer device 
(Coulter EPICS V, Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, FL (4) 
Five possibilities are available to define time with mul 
tiparameter data acquisition (DA) equipment 
1 Manually measure a histogram every η seconds (8) 
2 Digitize ал analog signal proportional to time (1,6) 
3 Use a digital clock in which the interval time can be 
varied to measure as under 1 
4 Define time from the average cell number that passes 
the flowcell (especially for list mode recorded data) 
5 Use the computer clock to define time 
1
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Fu 3 Λ) Ρ xampleofmjelopcroxidase staining of human leukoevtes 
in time as measured with the combinatioin of Nuclear Data ND100 
MCA and the timer Data are collected in 64 one dimensional histo-
p-ams one histogram every Τ seconds (T = 51 The skew ness of the 
histograms is due to the performance of the staining during the mea 
sûrement interval and to the presence of two or more differently 
reacting subpopulations (the plot shows two populations the high peak 
at the lower absorption values contains normal granulocytes the lower 
peak at the right is caused by the eosinophilic blood cells Abscissa 
relative light absorption as measured with Technicon (Hemalog D) 
scatter absorption unit ordinate time (si B) The same data after 
computer processing for each histogram the modal channel and the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) are calculated and drawn The 
computer calculates the best fitting values of the reactions time-con 
stani (TC) (proportional lo the Michaelis Menton constant) and the 
maximum value of the light absorption AMAX (as described (D) The 
symbol В gives the value of the light absorption in unstained cells 
Figure 3 illustrates the great similarity between the results obtained 
with our timer which is easy to build and can be incorporated into any 
FCM system and the data from Kachel s (3) relatively complicated 
computer based timer which requires knowledge of both computer 
hardware and software to incorporate The timing device as described 
here is easy to build into existing multiparameter data acquisition 
systems and may thus supply the needs of a large group of FCM users 
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AU these timing systems can be used in combination 
with any FCM system The disadvantages of possibili 
ties 1 and 4 are obvious Possibility 2 has an implicit 
risk of digitizing errors, while the definition of the ana 
log signal used may also vary with time (1) The fifth 
possibility is very powerful but only applicable if one 
has access to a computer with on line DA facilities 
Our timer, according to possibility 3, has some impor 
tant advantages relative to all other ways to include 
kinetics in FCM 
1 It is compatible with all (TIL) digital electronics, so 
every FCM user with multiparameter DA electronics 
can use this device 
2 There are no round-off errors owing to digitizing 
3 It is stable in time, this mainly depends on the com 
ponents that are used to build the device 
4 Because of its TTL compatibility it may easily be 
extended to take care of many other functions 
through the data bus (I/O, STOP, WRITE, ERASE, 
etc ) and it may thus even be used to measure kinet 
ics with SINGLE parameter DA systems (by using 
the timer output to define a START, STOP WRITE 
ERASE, SÏART cycle that measures a histogram 
every η seconds, stores it, clears the memory, and 
starts measuring again) 
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CHAPTER 4: 
CELL CYCLE ANALYSIS IN VIABLE CULTURED CELLS USING A SINGLE-ION LASER 
FLOW CYTOMETER: THE RELATION BETWEEN LIGHT SCATTER AND EXTINCTION 
PROPERTIES AND PROLIFERATIVE ACTIVITY OF INDIVIDUAL CELLS. 
T.Beumer (1), C.Massen (2), J.PouIis (2), C.Haanen (3) 
SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION IN CELL AND TISSUE KINETICS 
SUMMARY 
Application of multi parameter Flow C>tomptr> in proliferation 
analysis of heterogeneous samples requires well defined procedures for 
data reduction in order to overcome overlapping cell classification 
parameters This paper presents a model study on cultured cells in 
which light scatter based criteria for data reduction and an 
internally standardized procedure for numerical analysis of cell 
proliferation data are given Data correspond well with control 
experiments 
INTRODbCTION 
A large variety of cjtochpmical, physical and functional properties 
can be quantified on individual biological cells with Flow Cytometry 
(FCM) (9) Therefore correlated storage of distinct properties that 
are measured on each individual cell is a powerful tool It enables 
off-line, gated, anaUsis of selections of cells with specific 
combinarions of parameter values (11) 
Among the cell properties under consideration, nuclear DNA content is 
the first that has been quantified and numerical1> analysed with FCM 
(DNA FCM) The most common application of such measurements is the 
estimation of the fraction of prolilerating cells Yet, the practical 
application of this cell cycle analysis has so far been limited to 
homogeneous, single-cell-type cell suspensions (12) Uhen dealing 
with mixtures of cell tjpes in heterogeneous samples (e g human bone 
marrow) information on additional cell properties is required for cell 
cycle analysis per cell type l*ith respect to cell classification in 
such complicated cell samples, the use of monoclonal antibodies is of 
limited value (ч,6) As has been shown by others, cell classification 
in hematopoietic cell populations may however be performed by using 
the cell size and shape dependent light scattering and light 
extiNction (17,19) 
In the present chapter a method is presented for the analysis of cell 
proliferation, performed with a commercially available flow cytometer 
with a single ion laser In a series of three experiments on single 
cell type suspensions (cell lines) a correlation was found between 
light scatter or extinction intensity and relative DNA content of 
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cells On this basis we developed a method for fast and internally 
standardized analysis of DNA histograms of cell suspensions that we 
refer to as the scatter gated analysis procedure (SGA) 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
CELL STAINING 
Cultured cells that were used in this study have been derived from 
human lymphocytic cell lines (REH, KM-3, MOLT-4) 
All cell suspensions were prepared at 10 /ml, using a model Z-8 
Coulter counter (Coulter Electronics Ine , Hialeah, Fl, USA) 
Nuclear DNA staining was performed at 370C with Hoechst 33342 
Therefore 50 vl of the 1 mg/ml dye solution was added to 5 ml cell 
suspension, resulting in a final concentration of 10 yg/ml To 
conserve the original cell sizes and shapes no detergents or fixating 
agents were added The stained cell suspension was stored at 370C for 
0 5 hour, and then measured by flow cytometry 
FLOV* CtTOMETER 
An Ortho Cytofluorograph 50H cell sorter (Ortho Diagnostics Systems, 
kestwood, Mass ) was used to perform 4 parameter FCM measurements 
The instrument was equiped with a small HeNe laser (Spectra Physics, 
Mountain View, Ca, 0 8 mW) and a 5 W Argon ion laser (Spectra 
Physics, type 164) The two laser beams coincided spatially For the 
experiments described, the standard argon laser cavity mirrors have 
been replaced by special LV-VIS mirrors that enable simultaneous Ъ 
and visible light output Typical spectral output values are 
UV 350-361 nm 125 mU, 
visible 47b nm 200 mW, 
488 nm 500 mk, 
ч97 nm 50 mh, 
514 nm 1 mU, 
The maximum output power is given at 488 nm 
OPTICAL FILTERS 
Both in the small angle and in the right angle light scattering 
measurements a dichroic mirror (Ortho Diagnostics systems, 
cat no 300-2005-000, typical reflectance of 80°» at 488 nm and 50°. at 
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520 nm) was applied in combination with a neutral density filter 
OD 3.0 (Ortho, cat.no.300-1995-000). These mirrors reduced the 
intensity of the fluorescent light entering both the scatter 
detectors. 
DNA fluorescence was measured with a 515-530 nm band-pass filter 
(Ortho Diagnostic Systems, B-2500-295). At these wavelengths 
scattered light power was neglectable. Red light, emitted at 628 nm 
by the He-Ne laser, was used to measure light extinction (axial light 
loss. AXL). Λ Schott RG-630 high pass filter blocked scattered and 
fluorescence light. 
ADJUSTING THE INSTRUMENT TO POLYCHROMATIC EXCITATION 
Beam focussing optics of the Cytofluorograph consist of two crossed 
cylindrical lenses at a fixed distance from each other. Polychromatic 
incident light ( m this experimental set-up varying in wavelength 
between 350 and 630 nm) prohibits optimal optical focussing due to 
chromatic abberation effects. Different focal points for UV, green 
and red light demand for a well defined adjustment procedure. 
Beam focussing has been optimized using green fluorescing latex beads 
with optimal excitation wavelength at 488 nm (Polysciences, 
Warrington, PA, catalog no 9847). Referring to the coefficient of 
variation (CV) as the ratio of the standard deviation and the mean 
value of a normal intensity distribution, approximate CV values of 
1.5-2°,, were measured for fluorescence and forward light scattering. 
Hoechst stained human lymphocytes were then used to optimize 
simultaneously (UV excited) DNA fluorescence and (at 630 nm) axial 
light loss, thus obtaining the best possible compromise for optical 
adjustment in U\-VIS measurements. CV values increase up to 4-6°» for 
fluorescence and light scattering. 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS 
In order to compare the obtained FCM data on proliferation with data 
obtained with the commonly used (1) Fried procedure (10), cells were 
stained according to Knshan's method (13). To 200 yl of cells, at a 
concentration of 5.10 /ml, 1.6 ml of a hypotonic Ethidium Bromide (EB, 
Serva) solution was added, containing 25 mg EB and 1 g Natrium citrate 
per liter. To this mixture, 200 yl of RNAse solution (Sigma, 1 mg/ml) 
was added. The final solution was stored at 37°C for 0.5 hour. 
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Measurements were performed on an Ortho 50H Cytof luorograph that was 
tuned for optimal excitation at 488 nm, with the standard filter 
set-up 
DATA ACQLISITION AND ANALYSIS 
All ГСМ signals were processed for pulse-area measurement 
Computerized data acquisition and gated analysis were performed on a 
PDP 11/34 computer (Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass, LSA) 
with graphical facilities For data acquisition a 4 parameter ADC 
unit (Micro Consultants, London, GB) was applied Of each sample 
40,000 cells were measured and stored in list mode (12 bits/parameter) 
on hard disk 
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DEFINITIONS 
The results of FCM measurements are represented in values of 4 
optically detected parameters The relative nuclear DNA content of 
cells obtained from Hoechst fluorescence is referred to as 0 . The 
other three parameters, obtained from small angle light scattering 
(SAS), right angle light scattering (RAS) and light extinction (AXL) 
measurement, are referred to as 0., 0 and 0 respectively 
To discriminate between the different parameters we introduce two 
indices, being ι (i=0,1,2,3) and i' (i'=1,2,3) Histograms η (к) 
represent the distribution of cells over an individual parameter 0 
bor practical reasons these histograms are represented in 128 
intervals к (k=l,2, ,128) We also use larger intervals for the 0 , 
scale, which we call windows To define a first type of window we 
locate the maximum of η ,(к) Let this maximum occur at k=k and 
ι m 
have the value η ,(к ) The width of each window is ν taken as к /4 i m m 
The windows are labeled with the symbol ν (fig ΙΑ), with 
0 < ν < 128/(k /4) DNA histograms of gated cells in a window ν are 
m 
referred to as n.(k) , , η being the number of cells with a given 
0 ι ν 
value of к The total number of cells in this histogram will be 
referred to as N. ' This number satisfies 0 ι ν 
128 к" 
N
n
 . = Σ n
n
(k) , = I η ' (к) 
O i v , , O i v ,, ι k=l к 
(with k' = (.v-l)k /4 and k" = vk /4 ) In addition we introduce one 
m m 
extra window, indicated by index w For the definition of window w we 
introduce к which satisfies η ,(к ) = 0 25 η ι(к ) For the window 
q ι q ι m 
w we use k-values satisfving к < к < к For cells in window w we 
0
 q m 
calculate the corresponding DNA histogram n
n
(k) The number of 
cells N. , in window w satisfies 0 ι w 
M - κ=128,. ^  _ КП) , 
N0 I'W - Σηο00!'« " I V 0 0 k=l к 
Analysis of those DNA histograms n.(k) • or n„(k) , which do not 
J a
 O i v O i w 
contain a sufficient amount of cells may lead to a statistically 
unreliable result Let us consider the DNA histogram nA(k) ι 
0
 O i v 
(fig IB) Say, k=a and k=b correspond to the lower and upper к value 
for which η (k) ι > 5 
U iv 
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Vm 
FIG.IA: SAS histogram (left) and DNA histogram (right) of REH 
cells, calculated from 4 parameter list-mode recorded, single 
laser experiments. 
Abscissa : relative SAS resp. DNA content of the celli in 
terms of interval number k, 
Ordinate : absolute number of cells per interval k. In the 
SAS histogram the extra abscis shows the windows v. The width 
of the windows is constant, and equals 1/4.к . On the 
m 
ordinate the value 0.25.η .¡(к ) is indicated. In the DNA 
ι m 
histogram the arrow indicates the median DNA value H of cells 
m window w of the SAS histogram. The cells m this window 
are assumed not to proliferate. 
FIG.IB: 8 successive DNA histograms of cells with SAS values 
m the corresponding windows v=l,Z,..,8. 
Abscissa : relative DNA amount of the cells in terms of 
interval number к 
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Ordinate absolute number of cells per interval к In each 
histogram the corresponding window ν from the SAS histogram is 
given, as well as the total cell number N For v=3 the 
values k=a and k=b are shown, indicating the lower and the 
upper k-valucs for which η (к) > 5 
КЛ'
М 
FIG.2: Scheinetic representation of the DNA histogram analysis 
procedure. Once a histogram of non-proliferating cells is 
defined (FIG.ZA), the corresponding median DNA value H is used 
m DNA histograms of other windows but concerning the same 
cell sample (FIG.2B) The number of non-prol if erat mg cells 
m each window is assumed to be twice the number of cells with 
k < M. Fig.ZA refers to window w, Fig.ZB refers to the 
conbmation of windows v=4,5,6 and 7 
Abscissa : relative DNA content m terms of interval number k 
Ordinate : number of cells per interval k. 
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k=b 
The number of cells between k=a and k=b equals: Σ n_(k).i n
 , 0 ι ν k=a 
For the applicability of the histogram considered we use the criterium 
that this number should exceed 25 (b-a). Note that this is similar to 
the demand that the average number of cells per interval 
k=b 
n
n
(k).i = ( I n
n
(k).i ) / (b-a) exceeds 25. 
k=a 
We consider a DNA histogram п
п
(Ю of which, for some reason, we are 
certain that it contains only non-proliferating cells. We refer to 
the median of this histogram as к = M. Fig.2A shows that such a 
histogram is fairly symmetric. We use the same value of M in 
histograms consisting of a mixture of proliferating and 
non-proliferating cells. We assume that in such a histogram no 
proliferating cells are present for к <= M. Similar to fig.2A, in 
this case we also assume the non-proliferating cells to be represented 
by a DNA histogram that is symmetric for к = M (Fig.2B). Let the the 
total number of cells in the histogram considered be N, and let the 
number of proliferating cells be Y. The number of non-proliferating 
cells is then given by N - Y which, according to the above statements 
satisfies : 
M 
N - Y = 2 Σ η (к). 
к=1 
We shall use this equation to calculate Y from any given DNA histogram 
with an independently given value of M. For fraction q of 
proliferating cells we use the equation: q = Y / N. The above given 
scatter gated analysis procedure for DNA histograms will be referred 
to by the abréviation SGA. All definitions given for the DNA 
histogram nn(k) can also be applied to histograms nn(k).i . This 
leads to the introduction of the symbols M., , N.r , Y.i and q.i . 
i v i v i v ^і 
NOTE : 
The svmbol q., indicates the proliferating fraction of the i v 
histogram n
n
(k).i ) The proliferating cells in a window ν are a 
fraction p.t = Y.i / Y of the total number of proliferating 
cells in the entire cell population. 
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NOTE. 
hhen analyzing an arbitrary DNA histogram (fig 1A) one often has 
to deal uith two effects. For values of к vxth к < к the 
min 
histogram may show a maximum, uhich is usually interpreted as 
the fluorescence due to dead cells and fragments of damaged 
nuclei As for к > к the G0/G1 peak occurs, we simply 
m m ' '
 r
 ' 
neglect all cells with к < к an further analysis. The second 
0
 min J 
effect in the DMA histogram occurs at large values of k. In 
ideal situations (CV=0i there should be no cells present at к 
values к > 2M when a mixture of proliferating and 
non-proliferating cells is considered. In actual measurements 
goes CV > 0, and from a large series of histograms obtained on 
on-proliferating cells one may assume that no proliferating 
cells are present for к > 3M All cells found for these k-
values are stated to originate from cell clumps, thus not 
contributing to proliferation These cells are neglected in 
further analysis If only values к <k < 34 have been 
m m 
considered we add the extra symbol ' to all calculated values q, 
Υ, N etc, and sneak of the restricted DNA histogram n' (k). 
RESULTS 
The average number of cells per interval к within window ν is 
b 
g i v e n bv ii-Cki ι , and e q u a l s Σ п ' Л к ) , / ( b - a ) . 
' O i v , O i v k=a 
In Fig 3 η (Λ) ι , іь given as a function of ν for 
all three cell types we investigated. For ν >2 the average cell 
number per interval к exceeds 25. For these DNA histograms (v > 2), 
fig 4 shows the median DNA values Μ , The windows w, v=3 and v=4 
i v 
have the smallest Μ ,
 i values These values differ only slightly. Vve 
assume that they are close to the 'real' vl value for non-prolif erating 
cells. For windows v=5,6,7, etc. the Μ ι values increase rapidly 
i v r 
with ν The largest Μ , values never exceed twice the value of the a
 i v 
smallest. This is in good agreement with the biological fact that 
proliferating and non-proliferating cells can differ in DNA content by 
a factor between 1 and 2. 
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As i' has three possible values (i'=1,2,3) and we consider three 
possible windows (w, v=3, v=4) to determine the DNA content of 
non-proliferating cells, we have nine possible M-values. Each of 
these nine values could be applied as M value to calculate q from the 
η (k) histogram. Unfortunately, the small differences between the 
various possible M-values lead to much larger differences in the 
resulting values of q (table 1). This leaves us with the necessity to 
decide which of the possible M-values is to be applied in the final 
analyses of proliferation. For that purpose we have investigated the 
relations of our results with those from two other analysis 
procedures. Both other procedures are based upon the Fried method for 
numerical analysis of DNA histograms (10). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t ) 
_1.L 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
FIG.3: The average number of cells n
n
(k) ., _ per interval к in 
n„(k) ,, . If the average cell number does not exceed 25, data 
Ο ι ν 
are omitted for further analysis. From left to right i'=l,Z 
and 3 respectively. 
Abscissa : window number ν (1,2,..) 
Ordinate ι average cell number per interval of n
n
(k) •< 
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τη 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 » и 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t ) w 
FIG 4 Median DNA values M of cells in π
n
(k) , for intervals 
with n
n
(k) ,i -> 25 
0 ι 
The last column shows M for n^Ck) , Each symbol represents a 
0 ι w 
particular cell type from left to right i'=l,Z and 3 
respectively 
Abscissa window ν 
Ordinate median DNA value m terms of interi al number к 
- The first of the control procedures makes use of DNA histograms of 
the same cell population, but measured according to Krishdn s method 
(13) The resulting DNA histograms, that generally shou small CV 
\alues (fig 5), have been analysed with Fried's procedure The 
results of these control analyses for the three samples are referred 
to with the svmbol q The proliferation fractions q are compared 
to the values q from the SGA 
- As a test ue analysed a series of DNA histograms both with iried's 
numerical procedure (yielding a value q, ) and with the SGA 
Table 1A shows that the results of the SGA correspond only with the 
Krishan-Fned results if proliferation has been calculated with M = 
M, , M. or Ч„ , Table IB shows this comparison applied to the 1 w 3 w 3 4 r r r 
lestricted DNA histograms n' (k) Here we find correspondence for M = 
M, or Ч„ For practical reasons, and in correspondence with 1 w 3 w 
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earlier findings (4,22), we use K1 = M. throughout Fig 6 shous the 
1 w 
comparison betueen values of q', calculated with the median DNA values 
of n.Ck) and η (k) respectively, and the corresponding q -values 
in a series of arbitrarily chosen gated DNA histograms of all three 
cell t>pes investigated lor further considerations concerning the 
SGA we start from the proliferation fraction q ι We have to note r 1
ι ν 
that the indices i'v refer to the DNA histogram from which the 
q-fraction has been calculated The median DNA value of 
non-proliferating cells has in all cases been obtained from n.(k), r
 ö
 0 1 w 
tig 7 shows the values of q' , as a function of ν For values \ with 
IV 
v>4, q' , increases rapidly with v, up to values that approximate 
q'=1 at the largest values of ν 
molt-4 
FIG 5 Qua]itative comparison between DNA histograms measured 
with the Hoechst 33342 stained viable cells according to the 
here described procedure (left column) and DNA histograms of 
bare nuclei, treated with RNAse, stained with Ethidium Bromide 
and measured at 488 nm (Control) 
Abscissa relative DNA content of the cells m terms of 
interval number к 
Ordinate number of cells per interval к 77 
FIG.6: Prol if erative fructions q', calculated with the SGA 
procedure using the median values of n,(k) , and of η (k) ,, , 
υ ι j U ι w 
as a function of q' . 
Fig.SA shows ρ , as a function of v. If onlv uindows \=A,5,6 and 7 
' ι v 
are considered, 95% of all proliferating cells \ are covered (Fig.SB). 
This allows us to restrict the calculation of q to these windows only. 
In other words: A reliablo estimation of the proliferating fraction q 
can be obtained from gated analysis, considering cells in two parts of 
n.i(k). The first part is the window w of n.(k) provides the median 
DNA value M of non-proliferating cells. The second part includes the 
Windows v=4,5,o and 7 of any histogram η ι(к), providing an estimation 
of q. 
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TABLE IA: 
Comparison between control proliferation fractions q and q„ and the 
proliferation values q
w
 and q
u
 , calculated with SGA and making 
ft t ft t 
V 1 w 
use of the median values И , and ft , respectively. 
IV IV 
cell 
type 
MOLT 
RAJ I 
REH 
"с 
53 
bO 
48 
gF 
50 
54 
40 
% 3 
66 
78 
40 
q
»23 
72 
72 
75 
% 
73 
96 
40 
%< 
46 
51 
48-'-
%< 
49-
43 
48·· 
%< 
53--
54··· 
5 3 ' 
Iw 
50-
56·-
50---
'»Zw 
53 
51 
56 
43» 
5 3 -
57··' 
5 3 ' 
TABLE IB. 
Comparison between proliferation according to the scatter gated DNA 
histogram analysis procedure, applied to restricted histograms 
V a ;iV 0 r no'ik)i'w ' a n d qc • 
cell q q F q M q n q ! 1 q M q H g H q „ q n q H 
13 "23 "ЗЗ U 24 34 "lu " 2ы 3w 
type 
MÜLT 53 50 66 72 73 46 49-'- 53·'-- 50 " 53·- 53-
RAJI 60 54 80 71 96 49 40 52 54 49 SS-
REH 48 40 39 73 37 44·' 46'- SO"' 47· 53··- 51 
NOTE 
The symbol '-·'··' ¡e.g: 52''¡ indicates a value that is within 10% of the 
control value q . 
с 
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FIG 7 Pro]iferat ion fraction g' , as a function of ν for 
^ ι ν 
the three cell types investigated Proliferation data nere 
calculated from the M-value of n„(k) , irom left to right 
i'=l,Z and 3 respectively 
Abscissa window number ν 
Ordinate prol if erat юг fraction q , 
r
 IV 
DISCLSSION 
In this paper a combination of three procedures is presented bhich may 
be of importance in the analysis of proliferation in subpopulations of 
heterogeneous cell specimen 
1 The combined measurement of DNA fluorescence and three optical 
cell properties of a large number of individual cells allow the 
off-line calculation of DN^ histograms that correspond to cells in 
each of the individual cell categories that can be discriminated 
through different light scatter or light absorption properties 
2 The median value of DNA histograms for cells uith relativel> small 
values of light scatter and light absorption proved to be a good 
estimate for the DNA content of non-proliferating cells 
3 A procedure (SGA) is described with which the fraction of 
proliferating cells in DNA histograms can be calculated once the DNA 
content of the non-proliferating cells is established from 2 
Τ 
r. ι — 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 « 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 1 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
FIG.8A: Fraction ρ .'υ of the total number of proliferating 
cells Y as a function of v. From left to right i'=l,2 and 3 
respectively. 
Abscissa: window ν 
Ordinate: p., in window ν 
ι ν ,_ 
V =v 
FIC.8B: Cumulative proliferative fraction Σ ρ , 
ν =1 
of all cells with 0 ., values in window 3<ν'·ίν. From left to 
ι 
right і*=1,2 and 3 respectively. 
Abscissa : window ν 
Ordinate : fraction of all proliferating cells with 3<v'iv. 
Ad.l: Cells were not fixed prior to measurement. Ethanol fixation 
(7,21) causes cell dehydration which leads to changes in a 
population's light scatter distribution. Paraformaldehyde fixation, 
that does not affect light scatter properties (15), changes the 
structure of the nuclear DNA and prevents a stoechiometric fluorescent 
staining of the nucleic acid. As light scatter measurements are 
performed best at wavelengths of approximately 500 nm (17) and all 
vital DNA dyes are to be excited at UV, polychromatic excitation is 
required. The DNA histograms obtained with vital DNA dyes displayed 
CV values of 10 to 15?«, and are essentially comparable with data 
described by Loken (18). 
Ad.2: From earlier findings (7,22) and from comparison with other 
algorithms for the analysis of DNA histograms we have found that it is 
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possible to define a fraction of the cell population that mainly 
consists of non-proliferating cells These cells are defined from 
either one of the measured optical cell properties. Through a light 
scatter gated procedure that makes use of the DNA content of 
non-proliferating cells (a variation of Barlogie's method (2)) we 
can calculate the proliferating fraction from any given DNA histogram 
of the same cell type 
Ad 3 The reasons for introducing a new procedure for DNA histogram 
analysis are obvious Most of these other procedures for DNA 
histogram analysis require a mathematical decription of the DNA 
histogram to be analysed The feu procedures which allow analysis of 
histograms with high CV values or with extremely high proliferative 
fractions are very sophisticated and require extensive calculus All 
procedures fail in estimating proliferation fractions at low total 
cell numbers To correct for cell clumps, we leave out all cells with 
DNA values larger than a value that might be expected on basis of the 
value D\A=4c plus three standard deviations of the 4c peak This 
deletion included less then S"» of the total number of cells involved 
The DNA histogram of the control measurement proves that this 
assumption might be true, since in those histograms only few cells are 
present with large DNA values 
A practical application of the given procedure will be the analysis of 
heterogeneous samples, where light scattering or extinction properties 
of various cell tjpes partly coincide The procedure allows the 
analysis of cell populations that are not totally separated from other 
cell types with respect to scatter or extinction Of course, m such 
samples a complete analysis of the proliferation fraction of each 
category also requires numerical analysis of the composition of the 
sample (5) The combination of both numerical procedures may enlarge 
the value of clinical application of multiparameter FCM 
In the procedure we presented, a serious disadvantage of the 
experimental set-up is the inevitable chromatic abberation In an 
optimally focussed U\ light beam the CV value of Hoechst 33342 stained 
viable cells is 3-6% (20) In the experiments presented here the CV 
value is larger than 10°. Light scatter data also are of a rather 
poor quality, when compared to data obtained with an optimally 
focussed 488 nm laser beam (5) Technological improvements of the 
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method will result in better resolution The easiest solution to the 
problem of simultaneous measurement of DNA and light scattering or 
extinction is the application of a 488 nm excitable viable DNA dye 
(16) If also light extinction were measured at 488 nm, incident 
light at only one wavelengths remains to be focussed If these new 
dyes allow a proper, cell type independent DNA staining, the method 
described here can be applied with even higher sensitivity and 
reliability 
Yet, this paper shows that it is in principle possible to enlarge the 
applications of cell cycle analysis in heterogeneous samples with 
commercially available multiparameter single laser FCM equipment 
through well defined data reduction. This may prove valuable in many 
fields of fundamental and clinical oncology (3,14), both m diagnosis 
and in fast treatment monitoring 
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CHAPTER 5: 
LIGHT SCATTER GATED DATA REDUCTION IN PROLIFERATION MEASUREMENT OF 
CELL LINES AND BONE MARROW SUB POPULATIONS 
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(1) Department of Physics, Technical University Eindhoven,Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands 
Submitted for publication in cell and tissue kinetics. 
SUMMARY 
The clinical relevance of DNA Flow Cytometry is often limited due to 
sample heterogeneity This paper demonstrates that a combination of 
wll defined bi-parametric light scatter gating criteria and an 
internally standardized procedure for the analysis of DNA histograms 
may open the way towards proliferation analysis of individual 
subpopulations in heterogeneous cell suspensions 
INTRODUCTION 
Information on cell growth and proliferation in malignant blood 
diseases may offer new dimensions to diagnosis and treatment 
monitoring Present DNA flow cytometry (DNA-FCM) has been of limited 
use till now because of sample heterogeneity (4,5) A major point of 
interest in clinical applications of DNA-FCM is the availability of a 
method that allows the direct measurement of the proliferation pattern 
of individual cell categories within heterogeneous cell 
specimen (5,6) Multiparameter light scatter FCM offers the 
possibility to distinguish a number of cell types within a 
heterogeneous population (7) Yet, before flow cytometry of 
proliferation patterns of subpopulations of heterogeneous cell 
suspensions could become feasible, relations between various optical 
FCM parameters and DNA content had to be established in cultured cells 
(3) In practice, a combination of at least two of these light 
scatter parameters is required for reliable cell classification (2) 
especially when different populations differ only slightly with 
respect to each individual parameter. 
Following a study in single parameter gating on light scatter and 
light extinction properties of cultured cells (3), this paper presents 
a study to the possibilities of gated analysis involving two optical 
parameters Small angle light scattering (SAS)and right angle light 
scattering (RAS) were applied in measuring size and shape dependency 
of proliferation. 
The method was first tested on homogeneous cell samples (cell lines), 
and thereafter applied to the analysis of the proliferative activity 
of heterogeneous human bone marrow samples. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cell staining and instrumentation are described previously (3). Bone 
marrow cell samples were obtained from healthy subjects undergoing 
cardiac surgery and from patients with malignant bone marrow diseases. 
Approximately 1 ml of human bone marrow aspirate was collected into 
5 ml of PBS/EDTA (phosphate buffered salme, containing 4% w/v of 
disodium EDTA) at a pH of 7.0. Cell clumps were disrupted by repeated 
aspirations through a 16 gauge needle. PBS was added up to a total 
volume of 50 ml, and the suspension was centrifuged at 500 g and U°C 
for 10 minutes for removal of fat and bone spicules The cells were 
resuspended into 35 ml of PBS This suspension was layered upon 15 ml 
of Ficoll-Hypaque (specific density. 1,085 kg/m3; pH 6 6, 
osmolality: 300 mosmol/kg) and centrifuged at 500g, IS'C for 10 
minutes to remove the majority of the contaminating erythrocytes. The 
remaining nucleated cells were collected in the interphase, washed 
twice and resuspended into 5 ml of PBS/EDTA 
DEFINITIONS 
FCM data are obtained from 3 optically detected cell properties: the 
relative nuclear DNA content of cells, obtained from fluorescence 
measurement, is referred to as 0 . The other two parameters are 
obtained from small angle light scattering (SAS) and right angle light 
scattering (RAS), referred to as 0 and 0 respectively. Two types of 
indices are used to refer to these parameters: ι (i=0,l,2) and i' 
(i'=l,2). 
As in (5) the distribution of a cell population with respect to a 
single parameter 0 is represented by a histogram η (к) All 
histograms are distributed into equidistantly separated intervals к 
(k=l,. ,128). 
To show the distribution of the cells with respect to both parameters 
0 and 0 , we shall use a biparametnc distribution η (k,l) is 
applied. In general, a combination of equidistantly separated 
intervals к and 1 is used for SAS and RAS respectively, with l<k>-64 
and K K 6 4 . 
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FIC.l: Combined scatter plot ('dots') and contourpiot of two 
parameters DNA (0J and SAS (Ορ measured on REH cells. In a 
scatter plot each dot represents the parameter values of a 
single cell, the contours show the actual distribution of the 
measured properties over the cells. In this example contours 
have been calculated connecting parts of the distribution with 
values equal to 0.01 ц . η (DNA ,SAS ) , with η = 1, 25, 50, 75 
and 98. 
abscissa: relative DNA content of the cells 
ordinate: relative small angle light scattering intensity of 
the cells. 
Fig.l shows both a bcattergram, in which each cell is given by a dot, 
and the corresponding contours in the 0-0, distribution n (k,l) for 
MOLT-4 cells. These contours are drawn for n (k,l) values of 0.01, 
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 times the maximum value n = n (k ,1 ) If we 
m m' m 
define η = 100. n / n
m
 we may write η = 1, 25, 50 and 75. 
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FIG.2: Principle of defining rectangular windows to select 
cells vith specific properties. 
In a biparametric distribution η (RAS,SAS), contours are 
calculated and drawn. The η = 99 contour indicates the 
maximum value η (RAS .SAS ) of the distribution. Tangents to 
m m
 ь 
the contours with η = 25, 50 and 75 are drawn parallel to the 
RAS and SAS axis, enclosing a rectangular R . A 'cross-hair' 
through η (RAS ,SAS ) divides all rectaneulars R into 4 
m m η 
quadrants a, that are numbered a=I, II, III and IV 
respectively. 
abscissa: value of RAS 
ordinate: value of SAS 
DNA histograms may be calculated for cells of which SAS and RAS values 
lie in different intervals This gating is performed as follows. the 
point n is chosen to be the central point. To start with, contours 
at η = 0, 25, 50 and 75 are calculated, as shown in Fig 2. A 
rectangle R is defined by tangents to the η-contour, parallel to the 
SAS and RAS axis. Data obtained from cells within R are given the 
η 
index η. The fraction of cells f within R is defined as: 
n =N / Np 
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where N includes all measured cells. Each rectangle is divided into 
4 quadrants R (a=I,II
>
III and IV), as shown in fig.2. 
The number of cells within quadrant a of rectangle η is given by Ν , 
so the number of cells in R satisfies: 
Π 
a=IV 
Ν Σ N 
η
 a=I η a 
The fraction r of the cells in quadrant a of rectangle R is given 
by: 
r = N / N 
τι a η a η 
Considering DNA histograms n„(k) that are calculated for cells in 
" 0 η a 
quadrant a of R the number of proliferating cells in quadrant a of R 
will be given by Y . The number Y of proliferating cells in R is 
then given by: 
a=IV 
Υ = Σ Y 
η
 a=l ,1 a 
The proliferation fraction q of cells in R is defined: 
η a η a 
q = Υ / Ν 
η а л а п а 
and the fraction ρ of all proliferating cells Y present in R : 
*П a ^
 ъ r
 η a 
Ρ = Y / Y ri\ а л а п 
RESULTS 
From the results with respect to proliferation described earlier (3) 
it can be concluded that 
a) quadrant III, containing cells with relatively small values for 
both SAS and RAS, mainly represents the non-proliferating cells, 
b) quadrant I, containing cells with relatively large values for both 
SAS and RAS, represents the largest fraction of all the proliferating 
cells. 
Therefore we concentrate on these two quadrants in our further 
analysis.As the three cell types MOLT-4, RAJI and REH showed similar 
patterns, we give the results averaged over these cell types. The 
average fractions г
 T T T and r T resulting from gated analysis are 
a
 n in n ι е е .> 
given in table I: 
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TABLE I: 
Average fractions r in quadrants a=/ and a=lll of 
rectangles R in a SAS-RAS contourpiot. Also given are the averages 
of the sums of these fractions in quadrants I and III. The maximum 
deviation from the average is given in brackets. 
Л
 r T r T T T Г т + П т т т 
η Ι η III η Ι η III 
0 0.52 (0.02) 0.21 (0.04) 0.74 (0.03) 
25 0.51 (0.05) 0.23 (0.07) 0.73 (0.04) 
50 0.45 (0.16) 0.20 (0.09) 0.66 (0.05) 
75 0.35 (0.14) 0.22 (0.11) 0.58 (0.03) 
From table I, it appears that r is nearly equal to г..
 T 
and that r.
 T T T is nearly equal to r ς T T T. 
The same holds for (r0 + r 0 ^ ) and (r + r 2 5 jjj)· 
Similar to the scatter gated analysis procedure (SGA) described 
earlier (3), we may assume that cells in quadrant III are 
non-proliferating. A typical DNA histogram n
n
(k.)
 T T T is shown in 
figure ЗА. Similar to the SGA the proliferation fraction in each 
rectangle can be calculated with use of the median value of the 
corresponding histogram n
n
(k.)
 τ τ τ
· As is shown in f ig. 4, quadrant 
III of each rectangle R yields a symmetric DNA distribution 
n
n(10 TTT· The median к values of these histograms we will refer to 0 'η III ь 
as M ... With the four values M ., all possible values of q can be 
calculated, obtaining 16 possible combinations of n and n M. 
In Table 2 the resulting values of q and q' (q' calculated from 
restricted DNA histogram, as introduced in (2)) are compared with the 
values of the proliferation fractions q from control experiments. 
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ι k^ M 
FIG.3: Principle of SGA-analysis of gated DNA histograms. 
The median DNA value M for a population of non-prol iferating 
cells is obtained from cells in η (k) _ . In all other DNA 
histograms η (k) obtained from the same sample, the number 
of proliférât ine cells Y then is calculated from the number 
Л a 
of cells N in the histogram minus twice the number of cells 
Л a 
with к < M. 
The proliferation fraction in a given histogram η (k) Cfor 
arbitrary values η and a) is calculated from α = Υ /Ν 
л а п а л а 
abscissa : Relative DNA amount in terms of the interval number 
к ordinate : n-(k) 
О л a 
In f ig.ЗА n=25 and a=III, for fig.3B n=0 and a=0. 
If DNA histograms of cells in R - are analysed with the median of 
η (k) TIT· 'he SGA leads to the same results as two types of control 
experiments (with fractions q and q p , as given in (3)). Values of 
q' appear to be in better agreement with control values than q . 
An additional attempt to further reduce the number of cells involved 
in proliferation analysis, and thus to decrease the required computer 
time, only cells in quadrant I may be considered because we expect 
this quadrant to contain most of the proliferating cells. 
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к— 
FIG.4: DNA histograms nQW Π Ι of RAJI cells (a = 0,..,75). 
abscissa: Relative DNA content m terms of interval к 
ordinate: absolute number of cells m interval к 
The result of this extended scatter gated analysis procedure (ESCA) is 
given by. 
q 2 5 = (0 63 +/- 0.03) q 2 5 1 
and is surprisingly independent of the cell type considered. The 
small deviations of the individual values from the average encourages 
us to estimate q from q 
We have applied this line of thought in the next paragraph, where 
human bone marrow samples will be analysed. There we also make use of 
our findings concerning the absolute numbers of cells in quadrants I 
and III: 
N 2 5 = (1.37 +/- 0.08) (N25 1 + N 2 5 n i ). 
This ESGA procedure may be of special interest in the analysis of the 
proliferation fraction of sub populations in heterogeneous samples, 
whose biparametric light scatter distributions overlap in quadrant II 
or IV. The analysis may be performed making use of quadrants I and 
III only. 
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TABLE 2: 
Proliferation of cell lines investigated. Given are the proliferation 
fractions α ι and q'n' cajculated from the median DNA values M in 
quadrant a=III of rectangle R "ff 
Tl' 
HOLT 
0 
25 
50 
75 
RAJ I 
0 
25 
50 
75 
REH 
0 
25 
50 
75 
= 
η' 
61 
61 
57* 
21 
60* 
59'-
53 
29 
63 
51* 
48* 
34 
0 
61 
69 
70 
59 
60* 
66* 
69 
67 
63 
60 
57 
60 
> ηΜ 
q 
25 
54* 
61 
62 
46 
53 
59* 
60* 
56* 
57 
51* 
47* 
42 
50 
50* 
57* 
56* 
39 
46 
50 
51 
46 
58 
53* 
48* 
44* 
75 
39 
46* 
44 
21 
38 
39 
37 
28 
53* 
47* 
42 
34 
η' 
61 
57* 
56* 
21 
59* 
58* 
51 
29 
60 
51* 
49* 
34 
0 
61 
57* 
56* 
59 
59* 
66* 
69 
67 
61 
60 
57 
60 
q' 
25 
53* 
57* 
60 
46 
52 
58* 
60* 
56* 
54 
51* 
47* 
42 
50 
49* 
53* 
56* 
39 
45 
50 
51 
46 
55 
52* 
49* 
44* 
75 
38 
41 
42 
21 
35 
38 
39 
29 
50 
46* 
42 
34 
q
c 
48-58 
54-66 
43-53 
4F 
50 
54 
44 
NOTE: q is the proliferating fraction according to the control 
experiment. 
NOTE: σ and q are the proliferating fractions according to the 
ч w 
single parameter windows v=4 and w, as presented in (5) 
NOTE: The additional symbol '*' [e.g.: 5J* ] indicates that 
the value agrees with the control value within 10%) 
NOTE: all 1-D data refer to restricted DNA histograms (see 
(3)). 
APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE TO HUMAN BONE MARROW 
Measurement of the light scatter distribution of human bone marrow 
samples under optimal, monochromatic optical conditions in the flow 
cytometer reveals 3 major groups of cells, as discussed earlier (2,8). 
The resolution of the experimental set-up we used, unfortunately did 
not meet this standard. We could only distinguish 2 large clusters: 
Cluster 1 contains a mixture of lymphoid and immature erythroid cells 
('normoblasts')(8). Cluster 2 contains myeloid cells. The monocytic 
cells must be considered to be present in the diffuse area inbetween 
both distributions. The data of these two clusters were processed as 
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described in the previous paragraphs the contour n=25 is calculated, 
the corresponding rectangle R is drawn and the quadrants are defined 
manually DNA histograms are calculated for the cells in the 
respective rectangles and quadrants The median value of DNA 
histogram n.(K) , is calculated and its value is applied to 
analyse the proliferating fractions in rectangle R and in quadrant 
I 
These experiments, in which two arbitrarily chosen normal bone marrow 
samples were measured for DNA, SAS and RAS and analysed according to 
SGA, revealed proliferation fractions of 0 16 and 0 35 for the myeloid 
cells in the two samples (an example is given in Figure 5A), and a 
proliferation fraction of 0 08 for the erythroid/lymphoid cluster in 
one the samples (in the second sample we suspected the occurence of 
staining artifacts in the latter cell cluster) In patient obtained 
samples increased proliferation fractions were found for 
lymphocytic/erythroid cells of two patients with chronic lymphoid 
leukemia (CLL q = 0 06 and 0 03 respectively), and in the myeloid 
сеііч of a patient with acute myeloid leukemia (AML q = 0 50), as is 
shown in fig 5B 
DISCUSSION 
For adequate application of DNA FCM in diagnosis and treatment 
monitoring, data are required on the proliferating fraction of every 
recognizable cell category present The aim of the data analysis 
described in this chapter is to investigate the possibility of 
application multiparameter FCM for the determination of proliferation 
in individual cell types in heterogeneous cell samples like bone 
marrow 
In order to decrease the influence of admixture with other cell types 
rectangular gating windows are defined in the SAS-RAS distribution 
Studying cultured cells may yield information on their proliferative 
behaviour by considering only cells present in the rectangular R25 
In the case of gating on a combination of small angle light scattering 
(SAS) versus right angle light scattering (RAS) data, this estimation 
is valid within 7°o compared to the results of control experiments, and 
averaged over the three cell types MOLT-4, RAJI and REH 
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' ^ _ . 
FTG 5 DNA histogram π (к) ? of myeloid cells m normal (5A) 
human bone and m the bone marrow of a patient with acute 
myeloid leukemia (5B) In both figures A and B, the lower 
plot shows the DNA histograms of the 3rd, second and first 
quadrant of R . of these cells 
Abscissa relative DNA amount m terms of interval к 
ordinate number of cells per interval к 
This conclusion is attained although this rectangular only contains 
approximately 70°« of the cells It also appears to be possible to 
estimate the proliferative fraction q of a given cell type by only 
studying cells in quadrants 1 and III of rectangular R25 in the SAS-RAS 
distribution This method may be important in heterogeneous samples 
like human bone marrow cell suspensions 
In earlier experiments in normal bone marrow samples we found (1) 
proliferation fractions of 0 15 - 0 25 for myeloid cells, 0 01 - 0 03 
for lymphoid cells, less than 0 01 for monocytic cells, and 0 05 - 0 15 
for erythroid cells The few experiments presented here deviate from 
these earlier data Since no autoradiographic control experiments were 
performed here, it is hard to explain the origin of these deviations 
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Differences may be due to e g the presence of maturating, large and 
yet non-proliferating myeloid cells (suggesting a refinement of the 
basir hypothesis of correlating cell size and proliferative activity), 
the large CV value of the DNA histograms (due to sub-optimal 
instrumentation and the use of a vital dye), the combined and 
unseparated measurement of lymphocytic and erythroid cells and the 
procedure of determining the central gating point in one of a series of 
superimposed distributions, etc With respect to the latter possible 
cause of error, the use of more advance curve fitting procedures to 
describe the actual dual parameter SAS-RAS distributions (2) might 
prove valuable for a better definition of the third quadrant in 
subpopulat ions 
In all bone marrow samples, both normal and patient-obtained, the 
findings suggest further methodological and practical studies 
concerning proliferation analysis within heterogeneous cell 
suspensions 
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CHAPTER 6 
CALCULATION OF S-PHASE NUMBERS OF FOUR MAJOR CELL CATEGORIES IN HUMAN 
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Calculation of S-Phase Numbers of Four Major Cell 
Categories in Human Bone Marrow From DNA-Flow 
Cytometry and Counterflow Centrifugation Data 1 
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Fractionation of heterogeneous cell popu­
lations into a number of fractions differing in 
cell size and composition, followed bv mea­
surement of DNA profiles and differential 
morphology of the samples allows the calcu­
lation, using a mathematical deconvolution 
procedure, of the cell proliferation of the in­
dividual categories. The method was applied 
to human bone marrow, fractionated by 
counterflow centrifugation into 10 to 15 frac­
tions. Calculated percentage of S-phase cells 
in four major categories, including imcloid, 
erjthroid, monocjtic, and lymphoid cells, 
were in good agreement with data obtained 
In tritiated thymidine autoradiography. 
Key terms: DNA-FCM, cell subset prolifera­
tion, mixed cell populations, mathematical 
deconvolution, counterflow centrifugation, 
elutriation 
Flow cytometric (FCM) analysis of cellular DNA con 
tent has introduced a method for determining cell cycle 
distributions and proliferation patterns of cell popula 
lions in clinical samples Such information may enable 
the physician to monitor the response to therapy of both 
tumor cells and normal cells These data might contnb 
ute to a rational selection of drugs and development of 
the best possible treatment regimen (11,18) So far the 
most promising application has been the monitoring of 
leukemia, because hematopoietic cells are extremely 
suitable for FCM and are readily available with a natu 
ral tendency to remain as single cells in suspension 
(1,3,6,8,13-15,22) In advanced leukomias the bone mar­
row contains a high percentage of abnormal cells In 
these cases the FCM data reflect the cell kinetics of 
the tumor population However, when the bone marrow 
consists of different cell types, DNA FCM does not dis­
criminate among different cell categories (lg) Such het­
erogeneity is encountered m normal bone marrow and 
also in chronic leukemias, preleukemia, and smoldering 
leukemia, in initial stages of acute leukemia, at hema-
topoiesis recovery after remission induction, or at im­
pending relapse of leukemias The failure of FCM to 
discriminate between different human bone marrow 
subpopulations has till now made FCM of limited value 
to the clinician This problem cannot be solved with use 
of fluorescent antibodies that recognize certain cell cat­
egories, because the available (monoclonal) antibodies 
recognize certain maturation stages of distinct bone 
marrow cell types, while recognition of the entire cell 
line is needed This failure of antibodies to recognize cell 
types in human bone marrow from the most immature 
up to the differentiated end stage forms is due to the 
restriction in antigen expi ession related to the various 
stages of cell maturation (4) 
This paper describes a new approach for the deconvo 
lution of DNA FCM data of heterogeneous cell popula­
tions into DNA distributions for the individual cell 
categories The method is based upon the principle of 
solving N unknown parametei-s from M equations (with 
M > N, using a least-squares fit) in which the N un 
known parameters are the proliferative activities of the 
N subpopulations and the M equations are obtained 
from the M elutriated and heterogeneous fractions, each 
with its own cell composition Cell composition of the 
fractions is analysed with traditional microscopic 
analysis 
This studv uai, supported in pait b\ the Netherlands Organisation 
for Applied Research HGOTNO und the Ank \an Vlissingen 
Foundation 
2Harr> Спччтап'ч present address is Life Sciences Division, LS4, 
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MATERIAI,S AND METHODS 
Preparation of Bone Marrow Cells 
Human bone marrow aspirate (approximately 1 ml) 
was collected from normal persons and patients into 5 
ml of PBS/EDTA (phosphate buffered saline, containing 
40^ (w/v) disodium EDTA; pH: 7) Bone marrow cell 
clumps were disrupted by repeated aspirations through 
a 16-gauge needle. PBS was added up to 50 ml and the 
suspension was centnfuged (500g, at 4°C for 10 mm) for 
removal of fat and plasma. The cells were resuspended 
into 35 ml PBS, layered upon 15 ml Ficoll-Isopaque 
(Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) (specific density, 1 085 g/ 
ml; pH 6 6; osmolality: 300 mOsm/kg), and centnfuged 
(500g, 10 mm at 18°C) for removal of the excess of 
nonnucleated erythrocytes The nucleated cells at the 
interphase were collected, washed twice, and resus­
pended in 5 ml PBS/EDTA. The cell numbers were de­
termined with use of a Coulter counter (model ZF, 
Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, FL). 
Counterflow Ccntrifugation 
Counterflow centri fugation was performed with a 
Beekman J2 21C refrigerated centrifuge equipped with 
a Beekman JE-6 elutriation rotor and a standard sepa­
ration chamber (16,23,25) (Beekman Instruments Inc., 
Palo Alto, CA). The rotor speed was made exactly ad­
justable by installation of a fine-scaled speed selector (9, 
10) (one scale-unit: 2.6 ± 0.15 rpm) A high resolution 
counter (120 MHz) (Philips, Eindhoven, The Nether­
lands) allowed an accurate rotor-speed control. A con­
stant counterflow rate is obtained by a peristaltic pump 
(Masterflex, Cole-Palmer Instruments, Chicago, ID con­
nected to a pulse flattening air chamber PBS/EDTA 
was used as elutriation medium, maintained at 180C 
during the entire procedure The cell specimens were 
introduced by means of an infusor at a rate of 0.3 ml/ 
min into the elutriation rotor, spinning at 2,200 rpm 
with a counterflow rate of 9 ml/mm. The rotor speed was 
maintained at 2,200 rpm thoughout the entire proce­
dure, the counterflow rate was increased stepwise with 
1-2 ml/mm whenever the number of elutriated cells fell 
below 400 cells/s Monitoring of the output of the elutria-
tor was achieved by continuously sampling part of this 
output through a T-drain. Cell number and cell size 
were analysed using a rate meter (EG&G Ortec, model 
541) and a light scatter device (HemalogD, Technicon 
Instruments Corp., Tarrytown, ID. The light scatter sig­
nals were digitized and displayed on a multichannel 
analyser (ND 100, Nuclear Data Ine , Schaumberg, ID, 
as shown in Figure 1. The collected volumes varied from 
50-200 ml per fraction. An average of 11-15 fractions 
was obtained during each elutriation separation. All 
fractions were centnfuged (500 g, 10 min at 4°C), and 
the cells were resuspended into 1 ml PBS. Morphological 
analysis of the cells was performed on cytocentrifuge 
preparations made from 50,000 cells (in 100 μΐ 5% bo­
vine serum albumin [BSA], air-dried, fixed in methanol, 
and stained with May-Grunwald-Giemsa. 
CELL SIZE (A U ) 
Fu, 1 Forward light scatter hlbtoßrams of the various fractions 
monitored on line during counlorflow centrifugjtion of normal human 
bone marrow Abscissa, light btatler signal аь a measuie foi cell size 
(Л U I, ordinate, counteiflow (ml mm), Ζ cull number (Л С I 
DNA Flow Cytometry 
The nuclear DNA of cells of each fraction and of the 
original bone marrow was stained by adding a small 
volume of cell suspension to 10 ml of hypotonic ethidium 
bromide solution (O.lif trisodium citrate, 25 mg/liter 
ethidium bromide) This method is an adaptation of the 
method that Knshan (18) described for propidium iodide. 
The relative fluorescence of about 100,000 individual 
cells was measured in a flow cytometer (ICP-11, Phywe, 
Gottingen, FRG). For computer analysis the histograms 
were stored on paper tape (Digital Equipment Corp, 
Maynard, MA). The percentage of cells containing 2c < 
DNA < 4c was calculated by anlysis of the histograms 
using the method of Baisch et al. (2) and programmed in 
our laboratory for use on a PDP 11/45 computer (Digital 
Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA>. 
Determination of the labeling Index 
To 200-μ1 aliquots of the unfractionated bone marrow 
and of each fraction, containing 100,000 cells, 1 ^Сі ЭН-
thymidine, was added (Radiochemical Centre, Amer-
sham, UK; specific activity, 5 Ci/mmol) After incuba­
tion for 60 min at 37°C, cytocentrifuge preparations 
were made, air-dried, fixed in methanol, and stained 
with May-Grunwald-Giemsa. The slides were covered 
with polyvinyhdenechlonde (PVC) (Ixan SGA, Brussels, 
Belgium) to prevent chemography of the overlayered 
Ilford L4 photographic emulsion (Ilford Ltd., Basildon, 
Essex, UK) (17). Autoradiographs were examined after 
exposure for 7 days at 4°C. 
By examination of 500 cells per fraction the percent­
ages of labeled cells having more than five grains in 
each of the four major subclasses (erythroid, myeloid, 
lymphoid, and monocytic) were scored. 
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Least-Squares Fit 
Two subsequent least-squares fitting procedures were 
used in tho mathematical analysis. Both procedures 
were performed as two-step procedures (5). 
1. The first step was performed to estimate the start­
ing values, based upon the rough data, of the parame­
ters that were to be quantitated. 
2. The second step was performed to iterate in small 
steps from the estimated starting values to the best-
fitting combination of values having a minimal chi-
square. 
RESULTS 
Cell Size Distributions in Hone Marrow Fractions 
Bone marrow samples were first depleted of the bulk 
of the contaminating erythrocytes by gradient centrifu-
gation as described under Materials and Methods. The 
nucleated bone marrow cells obtained at interphase were 
subsequently fractionated with counterflow centrifuga-
tion (elutriation) resulting in 10-15 fractions with ever-
increasing cell size. A typical example of the separation 
characteristics obtained after counterflow centrifuga-
tion of human bone marrow is given in Figure 2: the 
subsequent fractions are heterogeneous in cell composi­
tion (microscopical classification) but rather homogene­
ous in cell size (light scatter signal, Fig. 1). The first 
fractions with small cells, obtained at lower counterflow 
rates (9-11 ml/min), mainly contain lymphocytic cells. 
Increase of the counterflow rate (13-19 ml/min) results 
in elutriation of medium-sized cells, mainly consisting 
of monocytic, myeloblastic, and normoblastic cells. The 
larger cells are elutriated at higher counterflow rates 
(>21 ml/min). These fractions mainly contain immature 
myeloid and polymorphonuclear cells. 
After elutriation the cytocentrifuge slides from the 
fractions were made and analysed for morphology as 
shown in Figure 2. It appeared that the relative number 
(percentage) of cells from a certain cell type ζ in subse­
quent fractions i, according to cell sizes V¡, can be de-
CELL SIZE ( A U ) 
Flo. 2. Classification of bone marrow cells within fractions after 
counterflow centrifugation. Abscissa, countordow value (mL/min) at 
constant rotor speed (2,200 rpmt; ordinate, relative cell number of tho 
cell types (left to right: lymphoid, erythroid, monocytoid, and myeloid 
cells). All four types are plotted in the same ordinate scale. 
COUNTEBFLOW (ML/MIN) 
Fie. 3. Morphological classification after counterflow centrifugation 
of normal human bone marrow; drawn lines represent calculated log-
normal distributions for lymphoid [ * |, monocytoid | tt |, erythroid | •" ], 
and myeloid | A | cells. Tho right column shows these data for total 
bone marrow after 1085 Ficoll gradient. 
scribed by a lognormal distribution NZ(V¡) as in equation 
1: 
N^Vj) - - £ Ц ; Х - expf - 1/2 (log (V./Vi) / SDZ)2Y (1) 
sI'Air SD \ / 
in which i = fraction number, ζ = subset classification, 
N7,max = maximal relative cell number of cell type, 
Nz0V¡) = relative cell number of cell type a with cell 
volume V¡, Vz ^ mean volume on lognormal distribution 
of cell type z, Vj = volume of cells in fraction i, and SDZ 
= standard deviation of the distribution of subset z. It 
could be shown in numerous experiments that a least-
squares fit to a lognormal distribution results in a fair 
agreement between the relative cell numbers of the four 
major cell types present in the fractions as determined 
by microscopical examination and the figures obtained 
by mathematical approximation (Fig. 3). The lognormal 
distribution of individual cell types in the subsequent 
fractions allows condensation of the results of an elutria-
tion experiment into the following parameters for each 
of the four major subsets: VZ,NZ max,SDz. 
Chi square (χ2) analysis demonstrates the quality of 
the fit: 
X2 = . Σ , «A„ 
ι - - 1 
Kf /A
m
), (2) 
with χ 2 = the total error in the fit, A
m
 = the measured 
(observed) relative cell number, A
c
 = the calculated 
(estimated) relative cell number, and η - the number of 
measurements. 
In eight random experiments we found: Ρ (χ2 < χ2) 
within a 95% reliability interval, which showed that a 
lognormal volume distribution curve is a good mathe­
matical description of the data obtained by morphologi­
cal classification in the subsequent elutriation fractions. 
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Proliferative Activity of Individual Cell Types Within 
Bone Marrow 
In order to obtain exact information on the prolifera­
tive activity of the four major cell types, the bone mar­
row and the different fractions were incubated with "Ή-
thymidine, and the labeling indices of the cell types 
were measured as described under Materials and Meth­
ods. The results of such an experiment are shown in 
Figure 4. It appears that the percentage of labeled cells 
within a distinct cell category shows a first-order rela­
tion to the fraction number, and hence to cell size (27). 
This relation between labeling index and cell size was 
found in all our experiments. The probability that a cell 
in category ζ is in S-phase is proportional to its relative 
size within the cell size distribution of that cell subset ζ 
(20). This relation is expressed in Equation 3: 
P/V.) = A2-V, + В г (3) 
in which PjCV,) = the probability for a cell from subset 
z, with cell size V„ to be in S-phase and Az, B2 = con­
stants for subset z. 
As can be seen m Figure 4, it is admissable to intro­
duce a boundary condition for the proliferation probabil­
ity of Ρ of subset ζ to approach 0 for cells in fractions 
with cell size smaller than average cell size of that 
subset minus twice the standard deviation of the corre­
sponding lognormal size distribution (Eq. 1): 
Р
г
( ) = 0 for V < (V 7 -2SD ? ). (4) 
Equations 1 and 3, under boundary conditions (Eq. 4), 
allow the calculation of the contribution of the various 
subsets to the S-number in each elutriated fraction: 
COUNTERFLOW (ML/MIN, 
FIG 4 Percentages of tritium thymidine labeied cells in the subsets 
after counterflow cenlnfugalion The dashed lines represent the cal­
culated curves from Figure 3 for these subsets The solid lines are 
obtained by a linear least squares fit (5) to the measured autoradiog­
raphy data 
DNA 
FIG 5 The DNA histograms for the various oluted fractions ЛЬ 
scissa, relative DNA content, ordinate, counterflow values Z, lelntive 
cell numbers 
S^V,) = N7(V,) · P/V,), (5) 
in which Sjy,) — the percentage of cells in subset ζ that 
are in S-phase in the elutnator fraction with cell size V, 
Measurement of DNA Distributions in Hone Marrow 
Fractions With DNA Flow Cytometry 
Whole bone marrow and the bone marrow fractions 
obtained by counterflow centrifugation were subjected 
to DNA-FCM as described under Methods. An example 
of such a measurement is given in Figure 5. The results 
of DNA flow cytometry are expressed as the percentage 
of S or S-t-G2/"M phase cells, calculated according to the 
method of Baisch et al. (2). 
Cell-Subset Contribution to Rone Marrow 
Proliferation 
The contribution of each total cell category ζ to the S-
phase fraction of the unfractionated bone marrow can 
be calculated from the proliferation contribution of each 
individual cell type to the S-phase in the various cell 
fractions obtained by elutnation Therefore, we mea­
sured the total cell number (C^ CV,)) in each of the frac­
tions. The absolute number of cells from category ζ in 
each fraction i then is CjiV,)·^. 
The proliferational contribution S of subset ζ to the 
bone marrow proliferation is given in Equation 6: 
V, 
s
z
,tot = I 
ν 
max 
N
z
 (V,) · P^V,) · C^V,) dV , (6) 
in which S7 the total contribution of subset ζ to the 
bone marrow S-number, V
m i n = minimum value for cell 
size in elutnation, V
m a x
 = maximum value for cell size 
in elutriation and С
г
( ) = absolute number of cells of 
subset ζ in each fraction corresponding to cell size V. 
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In this way it is possible to calculate the absolute 
contribution of each total cell category ζ to the prolifer­
ation of the bone marrow 
j N^V.) Ρ,ΙΥ.) C2(V,) dV 
ν 
* mm 
s
z
 =• 
4 γ 
.—.
 v
 гт 
'SßM.tot» f 7) 
Σ
' max 
I N2 (V,) P7(V,)-CZ(V,) dv 
' ' ' ν 
v
 mm 
in which S B M t o t = the S-number of the total bone mar 
row and 7. = subset classification. 
Calculation Results 
20 3 0 BM 
COUNTEBFLOW (ML/MIN) 
After calculation of the si7e distributions N7 from the 
morphological data obtained in the elutnation fractions 
(Eq 1), the proliferative probability functions A2 and B2 
for the four subsets are calculated according to Equa 
tions 3 and 4 with a least-squares fit between the calcu 
lated S-percentages from Equation 6 and the measured 
S-percentages in each of the fractions 
The values of A? and B, for the four subsets, obtained 
from the best fit. allow the calculation with Equation 7 
of the contribution of the various subsets to the total 
bone marrow S phase Three examples of such a curve 
fitting of the prohfeiation activity in the fractions are 
given m Figure 6 two plots for normal bone marrow 
and one for the bone marrow of a patient with a hema 
topoietic dysplasia (preleukemia) As can be seen for 
every fraction, the S number as measured with DNA 
flow cytometry and the calculated values for the cell 
subsets are m good agreement. 
For this fit the chi-square values (Eq 2) show signifi­
cance within a 909?- reliability interval 
The results of the calculations were compared to the 
results obtained by autoradiography These data are 
shown in Figure 7 The left column shows the absolute 
contributions of the subsets ot the bone marrow S phase 
cells as determined by autoradiography, the right col­
umn shows the corresponding data for our calculations 
according to Equation 6 
DISCUSSION 
DNA-FCM of human bone marrow is potentially use­
ful in the diagnosis of hematopoietic disorders and in 
treatment monitoring of drugs that primarily affect the 
bone marrow The clinical usefulness of this technique, 
however, has till now been limited by the heterogeneity 
NORMAL 
• 
• 
i 
• 
• 
• 
3 0 BM 
COUNTERFLOW (ML/MIN) 
COUNTÊHFLOW (ML/MIN) 
FIG 6 Fi t t«! S percentages over the eluted fractions according to 
the mathematical model from Equation 5 Filled сігсісь show the 
ÍFCM) measured S numbers, the dashed lines show the calculated 
(fitted) values Α,Β) Normal bone marrow C) Bone marrow from a 
patient with a preleukemia 
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FIG 7 Fercenlage of S pha<œ contributed by each subpopulation 
according to (left) autoradiographic measurement and (right) the cal 
culational model described in Lquation 7 [$| lymphoid |# | mono 
cytoid 1·] erythroid and (Al myeloid cells 
of the bone marrow The method described here concern 
ing the deconvoluation of the DNA FCM data from coun 
terflow centnfugation fractions into proliferation pat 
terns associated with cell subsets may offer an approach 
to the solution of this problem The mathematical ap 
proach was made feasible by the introduction of two 
assumptions considering the relation between cell size 
in the heterogeneous elutriation fractions and the rela 
tive cell numbers and cell proliferation of individual cell 
categories 
1 There exists a continuous, lognormal relation be 
tween the relative number of cells of the various 
cell categones in the subsequent elutriation frac 
tions and the average cell size in these fractions 
2 There exists a first order (linear) relationship be 
tween cell size and the probability for nucleated 
cells to be in a proliferative state 
Though counterflow centnfugation gives only a hm 
ited number of fractions, a least squares fitting proce 
dure allows description of the cell numbers of individual 
cell types in the fractions In numerous experiments it 
appeared possible to express the measured cell percent 
ages in a lognormal function as indicated under assump 
tion 1 From autoradiography data obtained in the 
elutriated fractions it can be concluded that assumption 
2 is valid (Eq 2) These data also show that for each 
individual subpopulation the probability for cells to be 
in a proliferative state approaches zero for cells with a 
size smaller than the cell size corresponding to the max 
imum value minus twice the standard deviation of that 
particular lognormal size distribution (Eq 4) 
For each fraction the contribution of one subpopula 
tion to the total proliferation within that fraction is the 
product of the value of the lognormal size distribution 
in that fraction times the probability for those specific 
cells to be in S-phase (Eq 5) 
First the four lognormal size distributions are calcu 
lated from the data obtained by moi phological analysis 
for lymphoid, erythroid monocytic, and myeloid nu 
cleated cells These figures provide the zero values for 
each of the four corresponding proliferation probability 
functions The next step is the calculation for each cell 
category of the constants A! A2, A), A4 indicating the 
proportional relation between size and pioliferation 
probability These constants are obtained from a least 
squares fitting procedure between the S phase percent 
ages as obtained from DNA FCM data and the sum of 
the S-phase contributions of the subcategories in the 
subsequent fractions as calculated from size distribution 
and proliferation probability 
After this second least squaies fit the contribution of 
the four individual cell categoi íes to the proliferation of 
the original bone marrow can be calculated from inte 
gration of these contributions in the various fractions, 
in which the absolute cell numbers in the different frac 
tions ha\e to be taken into account according to Equa 
tion 6 Equation 7 then allows the calculation of the 
relative contributions of the subcategoi íes to the total 
bone marrow proliferation The technique described here 
is new in the field of applied flow cytometry, but is in 
fact a complicated way of solving the pi oblem of four 
equations with foul unknowns 
Further refinement of the method can be obtained bv 
introduction of automated cell category measurement in 
each fraction instead of microscopical morphological 
analysis (21,24,26), which will also allow discrimination 
of viable from nonviable cells (7), to correct for periph 
eral blood admixture (15), etc Measurement of other cell 
parameters like protein, RNA, and others will allow 
calculation of the biological and metabolic activities of 
the major individual cell categories in the bone marrow 
according to the same principle 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
In this thesis several new developments with respect to flow cytometry 
have been presented with one collective aim the quantitative 
determination of the proliferative activity of individual sub 
categories within heterogeneous cell populations Human bone marrow 
has been practically used as a model for such a single-cell 
suspension Because this aim should in principle be reachable in 
clinical laboratory situations, without extensive technical 
facilities, use was made of (slightly modified) commercially available 
equipment. 
Three basic tools proved essential for such measurement 
- a flow-cytometry-based technique for unambiguous recognition and 
classification of complete cell categories present in the investigated 
cell suspension, 
- a numerical procedure for quantitative analysis of DNA histograms, 
in order to calculate the proliferation patterns of (part of) the cell 
suspension, 
- a computer-based method to correlate the measured distributions of 
the relative DNA content to the corresponding cell types 
Proliferating and maturating cells in heterogeneous bone marrow show 
enormous variations with respect to almost any detectable cell 
property During the process of DNA synthesis, cell division and cell 
maturation, cytochemical and functional properties arise, change in 
intensity and sometimes disappear in individual cell types This 
makes it difficult to identify objective, sample independent criteria 
for cell type classification The value of fluorescent (monoclonal) 
antibodies with respect to cell type classification is limited such 
antibodies are either very sensitive to a particular cell type in a 
limited part of its differentiation steps, or their cell type 
specificity is so low that they recognize cells from different 
categories Cell properties that do vary cell cycle phase but do not 
change enough to prevent a reliable classification of the cell types 
are cell size and shape With FCM several parameters can be measured 
on individual cells that are correlated with cell size (forward light 
scatter and light extinction) and cell shape (perpendicular light 
scatter) Similar to known procedures concerning peripheral blood 
cells the combination of forward and perpendicular light scatter 
intensity opened the way to FCM based morphological analysis of human 
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bone marrow samples with respect to 4 major cell categories 
erythroid, monocytic, lymphoid and myeloid 
For the numerical analysis of DNA histograms many possibilities are 
given in literature In this thesis three of these are used 
- Baisch's graphical method of rectangular approximation of S-phase 
compartments, 
- Fried's method of fitting a series of summed gaussian distributions 
to each cell cycle compartment and 
- A variation on Barlogie's method in which the maximum value of the 
G0/G1 peak is considered to be a point of symmetry 
A recent development, a BLdR-specific antibody with which 
proliferating cells can be discriminated from non-proliferating cells, 
appears to be of no value in heterogeneous cell suspensions complete 
lysis of all cell fragments except the nucleus prevents cell 
classification 
Yet, though the various cell categories can be recognized as indiviual 
distributions in a biparametric light scatter histogram, numerical 
analysis was difficult due to their overlapping scatter properties 
To enable a reliable description of the sample composition, a 
numerical procedure has been developed that calculates the best 
fitting description of the biparametric light scatter histogram on 
terms of a series of normal distributions (CHAPTLR 2) This curve 
fitting procedure is based on a straightforward, rapid estimation of 
the values of properties that define the normal distributions with a 
linear curve fitting procedure The actual calculation of the best 
fitting normal distributions is performed in a few iteration steps, 
based upon the prior estimation Though in its present form this 
procedure does not allow analysis of distributions of parameters with 
a non-zero covanance, its applicability to generally measured FCM 
distributions is satisfactory Extensions to enable analysis of data 
sets with interdependent χ and y properties will be possible. 
To overcome the problem that large numbers of mature, 
non-proliferating and especially non-nucleated erythrocytes (red blood 
cells) contaminate the data on proliferating nucleated cells an 
electronic gating device (single channel analyser) has been designed 
to neglect light scatter signals that originate from these cells Of 
course, the greatest advantage of such procedures is that no cell 
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lysis is required. 
A possible approach in obtaining data on the presence of rare or 
otherwise unidentifiable cell types may be to measure the kinetic 
behaviour of a cell property that is characteristic to a particular 
cell type. FCM proves to be a sensitive tool in continuously 
monitoring one or more time dependent cell properties (CHAPTER 3) In 
combination with appropriate data analysis procedures, minor 
differences in kinetic properties can be detected As an example 
enzymatic cell staining has been measured and numerically analysed on 
peripheral blood cells. Many other time dependent cell properties may 
be thought of to provide important information with respect to cell 
classification. Future investigations will have to prove the actual 
value of this technique in bone marrow cell classification 
A more fundamental investigation is given in the CHAPTERS 4 and 5, 
where the relation between cell cycle phase and cell size or cell 
shape is analysed These experiments are important in several ways' 
- The measurements have been performed on a commercially available, 
single іоп-іаьег-equipped flow cytometer. 
- No prior cell separation is required All information is directly 
measured using FCM. 
- Despite the relatively low resolution of the data, appropriate data 
analysis allows to gain the desired information. In highly 
proliferating cell lines, proliferation is restricted to cells with 
high light scatter and light extinction values. 
- The results may open a way towards application of multiparameter FCM 
to cell cycle analysis of individual cell categories present in 
heterogeneous samples. 
The procedure described is easy to perform and user-friendly with 
respect to FCM measurement, because only a single cell staining is to 
be performed On the other hand, the measurement procedure as we 
introduced it, applying a single ion laser and a single excitation 
lens in the polychromatic flow cytometer, makes use of sub-optimal 
technical characteristics of the equipment: the vital DNA dye causes 
large CV values and focussing polychromatic light with a single lens 
causes low light scatter resolution Also, the partially interactive 
procedure for data analysis requires several (time consuming) 
recalculation steps of large data sets, in which several manually 
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defined, subjective gating criteria are applied This latter problem 
may be solved by integrating the curve fitting procedure given in 
CHAPTER 2 into these analyses. A final prove of the clinical value of 
this proliferation analysis procedure is still to be given. 
Another possible way to measure proliferation in subcategories is 
given in CHAPTER 6 Cell size dependent fractionation of the sample 
using counterflow according centnfugation yields a number of 
fractions with different cell composition and different proliferation 
patterns In combination with an empirically established relation 
between relative cell size and proliferation probability, the 
proliferative fraction of the 4 major cell types can be calculated 
Results correspond well with autoradiography data Though this 
procedure makes use of relatively straightforward FCM equipment, many 
manual steps are involved. elutriation separation, counting cells in 
each fraction, staining each fraction for nuclear DNA, and separately 
measuring and analysing each fraction for both bi-parametnc light 
scatter and for nuclear DNA amount. 
Technologic improvements to this method can be thought of, such as 
Improvement of the separation characteristics of counterflow 
centnfugation for low cell numbers (n < 50 10 ) by re-designing the 
separation chamber, and 
The direct fluid coupling of elutriator output and the flow cytometer 
sample flou 
More research is to be performed before either method will be 
clinically applicable. A method is to be developed to separately 
classify lymphoid cells and erythroid precursor cells. Other 
investigations that may improve the quality and the sensitivity of FCM 
in general involve the numerical analysis of DNA histograms: all 
presently available methods include a model that describes such 
histograms in terms of a series of analytical functions. A semi 
non-parametric procedure may be found in a partial numerical 
deconvolution of the data 
Tiet, besides giving two possible procedures for proliferation 
analysis, this thesis introduces several new techniques that may 
extend the general applicability of flow cytometry in heterogeneous 
single-cell suspensions Examples of such application that may be 
thought of are. 
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The cell type dependent determination of the presence of 
chemo-therapeutical agents, 
- The cell type dependent determination of cell viability after 
treatment, 
Rapid, sensitive and reproducible quantitative morphological 
analysis of patient derived bone-marrow samples, 
- Kinetic behaviour of phagocytosis m relation to diagnosis, 
- Quantitative analysis of sub-microscopical cell populations. 
We may conclude that, despite the labour that is still to be performed 
integrating all the described methods and techniques into an 
easy-to-handle laboratory procedure, a promissing step forward has 
been made towards the clinical application of Flow Cytometry in 
diagnosis and treatment monitoring. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In biologische cellen ligt alle informatie die nodig is voor de eigen 
reproductie opgeslagen in het DNA in de celkern. Vermeerdering 
(proliferatie) van het aantal cellen gebeurt door middel van 
celdeling, een proces waarbij uit één cel twee in principe identieke 
dochtercellen ontstaan. Om bij een dergelijke deling verlies aan 
erfelijke informatie te voorkomen is het essentieel dat de betreffende 
cel, voorafgaand aan de deling, alle erfelijke informatie kopieert en 
dus de totale hoeveelheid DNA in de celkern verdubbelt. Alleen op 
deze wijze is het mogelijk dat voor alle (bijv. menselijke) cellen de 
hoeveelheid kern DNA gelijk blijft aan een waarde die symbolisch 
meestal wordt aangegeven met 2c. 
Cellen die regelmatig delen doorlopen steeds een zogenaamde 
cel(-delings-)cyclus die is onder te verdelen in een aantal 
celcyclusfasen: Na de celdeling doorlopen de dochtercellen de 
Gl-fase, die wordt gevolgd door de DNA-synthese- of S-fase. In deze 
periode wordt de hoeveelheid kern-DNA verdubbeld. In de 
daaropvolgende G2-fase bereidt de cel zich verder voor op een deling 
of mitose (M-fase). Vlak voor deze deling (in de G2 en het begin van 
de M-fase) heeft een cel dus 2-maal zoveel DNA (4c) als in de Gl-fase 
(2c). De S-fase kan worden gekarakteriseerd door tussenliggende 
hoeveelheden kern-DNA per cel. Naast deze celcyclus kan een cel, 
onder invloed van omgevingsfactoren, voor kortere of langere tijd uit 
de delingscyclus verdwijnen en ofwel in een rustíase (GO) komen ofwel 
uitrijpen tot een functioneel volwassen cel en sterven. 
Met de in de zeventiger jaren sterk opgekomen techniek van DNA Flow 
Cytometrie (FCM) kan in een korte tijd van een groot aantal 
gesuspendeerde, individuele cellen de hoeveelheid DNA in de celkern 
worden gemeten (de meetsnelheid ligt in de grootte-orde van 1000 
cellen per seconde). Hierbij wordt het DNA met een proportioneel 
hechtende fluorescerende stof 'gekleurd', waarna de bij excitatie 
vrijkomende (fluorescentie) lichtpuls evenredig is met de in de 
betreffende cel aanwezige hoeveelheid DNA. De verdeling van het 
aantal cellen over de mogelijke DNA waarden, het DNA histogram, stelt 
de gebruiker dan in staat om, via rekenkundige analyse, de fractie 
cellen in elk van de onderscheiden celcyclusfasen te berekenen. De 
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fractie delende cellen (cellen in S-fase of in het totaal van S en 
G2/M fase) kan dan, mits gerelateerd aan normaal voorkomende waarden, 
mogelijk informatie geven over de mate van kwaadaardigheid van 
tumoren, de gevolgen van behandeling, etc. 
Tot dusverre had deze techniek (DNA-FCM) in klinische toepassingen 
echter een zeer grote beperking: biologische monsters, verkregen via 
biopsie of aspiratie, bevatten normaal gesproken een grote variëteit 
aan celtypen, zowel normaal als pathologisch. Elk van deze celtypen 
heeft zijn eigen specifieke celdelingspatroon en het is principieel 
onmogelijk om, wanneer slechts de DNA verdeling van de totale 
celsuspensie wordt gemeten, informatie te verkrijgen omtrent het 
celdelingspatroon van de individuele celtypen. Dit leidde tot een 
zeer beperkte toepassing van DNA-FCM in klinieken: Alleen wanneer, op 
grond van andere gegevens, bekend was dat het celmonster slechts uit 
één celtype bestond (zoals dat in 'full-blown' leukemieen kan 
voorkomen) geeft het DNA histogram direct informatie over de te 
bestuderen cellen. In alle ander gevallen geeft het DNA histogram een 
gemiddelde waarde voor de celdelingsactiviteit van de in het monster 
aanwezige celtypen. 
In dit proefschrift worden een aantal methoden en technieken 
beschreven die als gezamenlijk doel hebben het herkennen van de 
verschillende in beenmerg aanwezige celtypen, het kwantificeren van 
hun relatieve aantallen en het gebruiken van deze informatie bij het 
meten of berekenen van de celdelingsactiviteit in elk van deze 
celtypen op basis van hun DNA histogrammen. 
Twee methoden van celherkenning worden gegeven: een op basis van 
verschillen in activiteit van specifieke, in de cel aanwezige enzymen 
(hoofdstuk 2) en een tweede op basis van verschillen in celgrootte en 
celvorm. Bij deze laatste techniek (hoofdstuk 3) wordt van elke cel 
de 1ichtverstrooiings activiteit in voorwaartse (forward of small 
angle scatter) en in loodrechte richting (90°- of right angle light 
scatter) gemeten. Het gemeten twee-dimensionale histogram, dat de 
verdeling van de cellen over de mogelijke combinaties van waarden van 
voorwaartse en loodrechte lichtverstrooiing weergeeft, blijkt zich 
uitstekend in termen van gesuperponeerde normale verdelingen te laten 
beschrijven die met behulp van een computer kunnen worden uitgerekend. 
Hiermee kan binnen beenmerg een viertal belangrijke celtypen worden 
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geklassiíiceerd 
Deze manier van celherkenning wordt dan, in de hoofdstukken 4,5 en 6, 
op twee verschillende manieren toegepast in de berekening van de 
celdelingsactivitcit van subpopulaties binnen menselijk beenmerg 
De eerste methode gaat uit van het gelijktijdig aan iedere cel meten 
van zowel de DNA inhoud als eerdergpnoemde lichtverstrooimgs 
intensiteiten Op basis van deze gemeten 
lichtsverstrooiingsverdelingen kunnen dan m het bijbehorende 
tweedimensionale histogram vakken worden gezet ('windows') waarbinnen 
de cellen karakteristiek blijken te zijn voor de gehele bij die 
verdeling behorende celsoort Door vervolgens van alleen de cellen 
binnen zo een venster het DNA histogram te berekenen kan de 
celdelingsactiviteit van de totalp bijbehorende subpopulatie worden 
berekend (hoofdstuk 4) De toepassing van deze techniek om de 
celdelingsactiviteit van subpopulaties te bepalen levert bij een 
beperkt aantal onderzochte normale en pathologische beenmerg 
suspensies veelbelovende resultaten op 
De tweede methode gaat uit van verschillen m grootte en dichtheid die 
bestaan tussen cellen van verschillende tvpen Met een tegenstroom-
ofwel elutriatorcentnfuge worden de cellen op basis van een 
combinatie van deze dichtheids- en grootteverschillen m fracties 
gescheiden \an elk van deze fracties wordt het celaantal en de 
celsamenstclling bepaald en tevens een DNA histogram gemeten 
Experimenten hebben aangetoond dat er een eenvoudig verband bestaat 
tussen de relatieve grootte van een cel en de kans dat zo een cel in 
S-fase is Combinatie van al deze gegevens stelt ons dan in staat om 
te berekenen wat de fractie delende cellen is van elk van de vier 
belangrijkste subpopulaties in het onderzochte beenmerg 
De in dit proefschrift beschreven methoden en technieken bevestigen 
het idee dat men via DNA Flow Cytometric, mits uitgebreid met Flow 
Cytometnsche vormen van celherkenning, zeer wel in staat is om binnen 
gecompliceerde biologische celsuspensies de celdelingsactiviteit van 
de individuele aanwezige cel subpopulaties te bepalen Dit is in 
geval van suspendeerbare specimen een essentiële uitbreiding van de 
mogelijkheden van toepassing van Flow Cytometne in de kliniek, zowel 
bij het stellen van diagnose als bij het volgen van de resultaten van 
behandeling 
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